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Abstract

Potentially large areas Athabasca region, in depleted gas pools and aquifers, could
provide safe and secure CO2 gas hydrate storage that will remain stable until the next
ice age, under a variety of circumstances and conditions. Gas hydrate storage is
very efficient and each tonne of CO2 (~556.2 m3 at normal conditions) can be stored
in ~3.5 m3 of gas hydrate. Currently Athabsca CO2 gas hydrate stability includes 56
gas pools, of which 18 are currently within the CO2 GHSZ. Previous work showed
that depleted gas pools could store of the order of 100’s of Mt CO2 potentially, with
85% of the storage potential occurring in the 11 largest candidate pools. Regional
Athabasca aquifers could provide an additional, conservatively estimated, ~6 Gt of
CO2 storage.Gas pools and gas wells with very low temperatures, commonly < 3oC
are among the most stable targets for long term storage. These gas pools are
problematic because they suggest the presence currently. or recently, of permfrost
that may be as much as 130 m thick. Permafrost occurs in Athabasca region but it is
not well described. Models indicate that latent heat effects in the gas hydrate storage
horizion are commonly more important for gas hydrate stability than are climate
influences and surface temperature changes. The industrial wellbore temperature
data set is useful for defining regional gas hydrate stability, particularly in aquifers,
but it is unsuitable for the detailed description of local gas hydrate stability. A much
smaller number of high precision temperature profiles provides a more accurate basis
for inferring gas hydrate stability, which can be complicated by features of the
geothermal environment, reservoir characteristics and CO2 injection program details.
A reservoir model in a depleted gas pool also indicates that long-term CO2 gas
hydrate stability is achievable in response to injecting CO2 gas. The gas pool storage
opportunities may be the most attractive storage option because gas migrates well
away from injection wells prior to becomingpure CO2 gas hydrate. Attractive as gas
pools are for storage they may not be the best location for a proof-of-principle
demonstrations because of the longer interval between injection and hydrate
formation.
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Executive Summary
Shallow, secure, long-term (until the next glacial epoch) CO2 storage is achievable in
Athabasca region, under a variety of conditons. Gas hydrate storage is very efficient.
One tonne of CO2 that occupies ~556.2 m3 at normal conditions can be stored in
~3.5 m3 of gas hydrate. Both depleted natural gas pools and in aquifers contribute to
a large storage potential that is previous work estimated to occur in 56 Athabasca
region gas pools, 18 of which are inferred currently within the CO2 gas hydrate
stability zone. Previous work suggests that these gas pools could store at least 80
Mt CO2,depending on achievable hydrate saturation. Regional Athabasca aquifers
could provide an additional, conservatively estimated ~6 Gt of CO2 storage as gas
hydrate although there is considerable uncertainly due to temperature data quality
issues.
CO2 gas hydrates trap guest gas molecules in “cages” formed by host water
molecules. The ordered crystalline storage is very efficient (120-160 equivalent
volumes of CO2 gas at normal conditions), and secure at shallow depths and
sufficiently low temperatures. Gas hydrate technologies provide other potential
applications to COSIA operations including, water purification, artifical caprock
manufacturing and the transportation of gas in pelletized form.
Concerns regarding the long-term stability of a gas hydrate storage are addressed by
model studies to examines CO2 gas hydrate stability until the next glacial epoch. The
stability models are different and they describe two different aspects of stability.
Stability in profile models is essentially thermodynamic, with the pressure being that
of the water filled pore space. In profile models, reservoirs inside the gas hydrate
stability zone (GHSZ) consist of gas hydrate and water in thermodynamic equilbrium,
without a significant gas phase. Reservoirs outside of GHSZ consist of water and
CO2 gas as separate phases. Stability in the depleted gas pool model, where the
gas pool is not currently within the GHSZ, is achieved in response to the injection of
gas that increases reservoir pressure and moves it into the GHSZ. As such the
reservoir models require the presence of all three phases, gas hydrate, water and
CO2 gas at all times after gas hydrate forms.
Significant Athatbasca CO2 gas hydrate storage opportunities are associated with the
unique geothermal environment near oil sands and in situ bitumen operations.
Natural occurrences of CO2 gas hydrate are unknown in Athabasca region. However
several sets of data, primarily from industrial wells and gas pools suggest that CO2
gas hydrates are currently stable in parts of Athabasca region. The well temperature
data has variable quality and the best data is probably from a few high precision
temperature logs and gas pools; the latter being obtained for reserve evaluation
purposes. Both indicate CO2 hydrate stability is possible currently and until the next
glacial epoch. The large industrial well temperature data set also indicates
opportunities of CO2 hydrate stability in aquifers, but these data are more uncertain.
Potential CO2 gas hydrate storage in both gas pools and Cretaceous aquifers,
primarily in Mannville Gp. Previous work indicates 3-11 gas pools may have
individual storage capacities > 10 Mt CO2 if hydrate saturation (Sgh) is between 15%
and 90%. These eleven gas pools contain 85% of the total pore space in Athabasca
gas pools (Shaw, 2004). Cote and Wright (2010) suggested that that Athabasca CO2
aquifer hydrate storage potential was approximately 61 Gt, but we infer that they both
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overestimated the potential thichness of storage reservoirs when compared to gas
pay thicknesses in Mannville Gp. Pools, while uncertainties in their geothermal data
were not accounted. We infer that regional aquifer CO2 hydrate storage is more
likely ~6 Gt, which is about 10% of the conventional CO2 aquifer storage potential in
the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB).
Profile models that consider depth and time, indicate that CO2 gas hydrate stability
depends on a combination of factors including, current surface temperature, future
surface temperature scenarios, geological succession thickness and lithological
composition, and the variations of pressure and temperature with depth.
Thermodynamic stability of gas hydrate is determined by the CO2 gas hydrate phase
boundary as a function of water salinity in the reservoir pore space. Profile models
are thermally conductive and they accounts for latent heat effects accompaying both
the formation and dissociation of gas hydrates.
Profile models show that CO2 gas hydrate stablility varies across Athabasca region,
depending on surface and near temperatures. These temperatures vary
considerably because of sporadic permafrost occurrences. A profile model at a high
precision well temperature profile near Fort McMurray (Stony Lake) indicates the
presence of ~300 m of CO2 gas hydrate stability zone in a region not considered
favourable by previous workers (Cote and Wright, 2013). Many of the gas pools
inside the GHSZ (Shaw, 2004) have temperatures like the Stony Lake well and the
stability the Stony Lake GH model indicates that pure CO2 GH in such settings meets
long-term stability criteria for secure storage. These models suggest that latent heat
effects in the GH reservoir are generally more important for stability than the
downward propagation of temperatures due to future surface temperature change
scenarios. These models are also the most like the, subsequently discussed,
depleted gas pool reservoir models of a gas pool that is currently near, but not in CO2
GHSZ.
Other profile models consider the stability of CO2 GH in a smaller number of gas
pools that are deep in the GHSZ. These models also indicate that secure long-term
CO2 GH stability is achievable. These models suggest the presence, currently or in
the recent past, of permafrost conditions to depths approaching 130 m. While
spoardic Athabasca permafrost conditions are known the inference of such thick CO2
GHSZ provides added assurance of long term stable storage in some parts of the
region. Regions of such profound GHSZ thickness may be suitable sites for proof-ofprinciple pilots to advance this technology.
Some depleted gas pools in Athbasca region lie close to, but are not currently in CO2
GHSZ. One such pool was modeled previously to demonstrate how injection of CO2
provides an important storage opportunity (Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011,
2012). The stability conditions of these model require that all three phases, GH, CO2
gas and water are present in the reservoir, since stability conditions are achieved in
response to the injected CO2 gas and its impact on reservoir pressure.
Depleted gas pool model stability was successfully projected into the next glacial
epoch. Like the profile models the depleted gas pool models found that CO2 gas
hydrate stability is achievable under a variety of conditions and circumstances. The
models suggest that gas hydrate is stable and sometimes enhanced as time
progressesm, while pore water salinity has a major impact on gas hydrate stability.
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Generally, hydrate stability in depleted gas pools increases with time, as shown by
increased hydrate saturation and decreased reservoir pressure. In most cases the
future hydrate saturation nearly doubled in depleted gas pool models compared to
the results of early centennial scale models performed previously. Like the profile
models, the depleted gas pool model finds that latent heat affects are generally more
important for stability than the effects of surface temperature changes. However, the
eventual downward propagation of increased future surface temperatures do cause
some decomposition of gas hydrates where pore water salinity is highest. Similar
effects were observed in some of profile models.
There are several advantage to depleted gas pool storage, and these sites may be
the most attractive focus of actual storage activities. The longer time required to
achieve GH stability assures a more effective injection and filling of the reservoir
storage voume. The injection also pushes remianing hydrocarbon gases to the
edges of the reservoir resulting in pure CO2 hydrate increasing both the stability and
storage efficiency of the stored CO2. Remembering these advantages for evential
storage, it still may be more desirable to conduct proof-of-principle experiments deep
inside the GHSZ, under conditions like that of the most stable profile models, to
demonstrate the formation of subsurface GH quickly to achieve business and policy
goals.
The natural environment variations in Athbasca region provide different and
alternative settings for proof-of-principle tests and pilot storage studies studies. The
end member settings are represented by aquifers deep within CO2-hydrate stability
and depleted gas pools that naturally enter CO2-hydrate stability upon injection.
These two environments offer various opportunties and challenges for future tests,
their monitoring and performance expectations. Possibly the best setting for future
study will be one that offers the advantage of both end-member. This suggests that
additional attention might be directed to those depleted gas pools that are already
within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1 Summary:
CO2 gas hydrates trap the guest gas molecules in “cages” formed by the host water
molecules. The ordered crystalline structure provides a very efficient and secure gas
storage opportunity at shallow depth and sufficiently low temperatures. CO2 hydrate,
could contain 120-160 equivalent normal volumes of CO2 gas at standard conditions.
Some have concerns regarding the long-term stability of a gas hydrate storage
technology. We employ model studies to predict that gas hydrate stability lasts until
the next glacial epoch, in many circumstances and locations.
The models employed are different and they describe two different types of stability.
Stability in computationally simpler profile models is essentially thermodynamic, with
the pressure being that in the water filled pore space, such that regions inside the
gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ) consist of gas hydrate and water in
thermodynamic equilbrium, without a significant gas phase, while regions outside of
GHSZ consist of water and CO2 gas as separate phases. Stability in the
coputationally more complicated depleted gas pool model defines a temperature and
pressure that currently may be near, but which is not in the GHSZ. In the depleted
gas pool models the injection of the gas itself increases the reservoir pressure
creating GH stability. As such the reservoir models require the presence of all three
phases, gas hydrate, water and CO2 gas at all times after gas hydrate forms.
A study of storage opportunities using gas hydrate technologies may be expanded
subsequently to consider other potential applications to COSIA operations including,
water purification, artifical caprock manufacturing and the transportation of gas in
pelletized form.
Objective and Scope:
The project objective is to improve the evaluation of the long-term stability of shallow
(~200 - 1000 m) CO2 gas hydrate storage (CO2 GHS) repositories for 3,000 and
preferably even 10,000 years in Athabasca region’s depleted gas reservoirs and
aquifers.
The COSIA GHG EPA is seeking to identify the most promising technologies to
reduce the GHG footprint from oil sands and bitumen operations. CO2 capture and
storage is a promising large-scale technology option. CO2 sequestration in
geological pore space using enhanced petroleum recovery (EPR), depleted
petroleum pools and deep saline aquifers or as gas hydrates (CO2 GHS) are all
options available to oil sands operators. Major EPR commercial projects (e.g.
Weyburn-Midale) and aquifer storage demonstration projects (e.g. Shell Quest) are
underway. Athabasca region EPR, depleted petroleum pool and saline aquifer
storage is well characterized (Jafari and Bachu, 2014a; 2014b, p. 13). Athabasca
area Devonian strata were attributed ~4.8 Gt CO2 storage capacity, or about 85
years of storage at current oil sands emissions rates (Jafari and Bachu, 2014b, p.
13). Except where employed for enhanced petroleum recovery (155-183 Mt), CO2
storage in depleted petroleum pools is delayed until after oil and gas reserves are
6

depleted. Most aquifer storage potential is > 100 km away from oil sand operations
and injection to depths > 1000 m will be required commonly.
Much is known of gas hydrates from pipeline flow assurance and demonstration of
their methane resource potential (Sloan 1998; 2003). Still, no CO2 gas hydrate
storage demonstrations exist. CO2 GHS capacity in Athabasca region gas pools and
aquifers is inferred (Shaw, 2004) to include 18 gas pools currently in the CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone (GHSZ) and another 38 gas pools that are potential GHS
reservoirs at achievable pressures. Due to their solid structure the average CO2
storage capacity is eleven-fold initial gas in-place (IGIP). The 10-15 largest gas
pools contain 81% to 91% of the total storage capacity and there are, depending on
Sgh, 3-11 gas pools that may be able to store >10 Mt CO2. individually. Cote and
Wright (2010, 2013) attributed much additional CO2 GHS potential, perhaps as much
as ~61 Gt CO2, to shallow Athabasca aquifers between 200-400 m. They also
indicated that GHS was commonly geographically nearer COSIA operations than
most aquifer storage, reducing construction and transportation costs. GHS
opportunities occur at shallower depths, reducing injection costs, and GHS does not
necessarily wait on petroleum pool depletion. In addition, to volumetric and security
benefits of storage as a highly-ordered solid material, Cote and Wright suggested
that Athabasca GHS repositories were stable for perhaps ~2000 years. However,
the only available Athabasca region GHS reservoir simulation was calculated on a
century-scale interval (Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014).
Therefore, COSIA seeks to obtain additional models and analysis of Athabasca CO2
GH stability duration to ensure that CO2 repository security and containment are
achievable.
In a revised regulatory framework, and using innovative technologies and novel
industrial practice, it is possible to store significant CO2 in shallow (< 1 km) geological
media near Athabasca oil sands and Cold Lake bitumen operations. Shallow storage
could occur as: a gas phase, as a clathrate (CO2 gas hydrate), or as some
combination of both. The storage capacity provided by either direct gas hydrate
storage.
Background
COSIA Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Environmental Priority Area (EPA) members are
seeking to identify promising technologies that reduce the GHG emissions from
COSIA oil sands and in situ operations. One opportunity area is secure long-term
carbon dioxide (CO2) storage in geological media after it is captured from emission
sources associated with oil sands operations. Alberta oil sands and bitumen
operations occur near the northeastern limit of the Western Canada Sedimentary
Basin (WCSB) where the porous Phanerozoic sedimentary succession is thin, deeply
eroded and subject to geomechanical disruption including, karst, salt dissolution and
faulting. In many cases oil sands and bitumen operations are unfavorably situated
with respect to the abundant secure conventional geological storage opportunities
(Peck et al., 2014) in saline aquifers, petroleum traps, or coal beds, found elsewhere
in Alberta and Saskatchewan, down geological dip, or south and west of operations.
Aquifer storage opportunities in suitable Devonian aquifers are well characterized
(Alberta Innovates-Technology Futures, 2014; Jafari and Bachu, 2014), but they lie
between about 170 km to 330 km south and west of Fort McMurray. The use of this
7

secure aquifer storage requires significant and potentially costly transportation of CO2
to these storage sites.
CO2 hydrate storage provides a potentially large, efficient, secure, safe, cost-effective
and local storage option for oil sands and in situ bitumen producers in the Athabasca
region. COSIA member companies seek to confirm and possibly update and improve
potential hydrate storage characterization to ensure that the storage resource meets
business requirements and to better characterize the risks associated with
technology developments required to demonstrate and perform commercial hydrate
storage in shallow lithological pore space resources.
Clathrates and Gas Hydrates:
Clathrates, including gas hydrates, are chemical substances consisting of a lattice of
“host” molecules that traps or contains “guest” molecules (Sloane, 2003). Both
carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are examples of gases that form structure I
(sI) hydrates with water (Figure 1). Other hydrate structures are know but structure I
and structure II (sII) are the most common unit cell structures recognized. The
extension of the host lattice in three dimensions is accomplished through facesharing of adjacent polyhedra. The unit cell contains 46 water molecules,
surrounding eight cavities that can host a single guest molecule, although some
cavities may be vacant. The number of vacancies is expressed as the hydration
number or the ratio of host water molecules to guest molecules. The hydration
number of a fully occupied sI hydrate is 5.75 (46 H2O:8 CO2 or CH4). Higher
hydration numbers indicate unoccupied cavities in the clathrate structure.

Figure 1: The chemical structure of a CO2 gas hydrate. The CO2 molecule is clathrated, or
physically imprisoned, in a solid crystalline structure of water molecules.
Sufficient guest molecules must occupy a cavity to ensure the stability of the host
lattice and cage occupancy is observed to vary with temperature and pressure. The
highly ordered structure of gas hydrates provide for an efficient storage of guest gas
molecules, compared to their volume at standard conditions. It is this efficient
storage, as a stable solid phase that makes CO2 gas hydrates an attractive
mechanism for shallow Athabasca storage. When the hydration number is 5.75 a
single cubic metre (m3) of CO2 hydrate would contain approximately 164 m3 of CO2
gas at standard P-T conditions. Typically hydration numbers are higher.
Experimental and natural CO2 hydrates exhibiting hydration numbers between 5.82
8

and 7.80 (Ohmura and Mori, 1998). which implies that one may typically expect a
single m3 of CO2 hydrate to contain between 120 - 162 m3 of CO2 at standard P-T
conditions (Figure 2). (Clennell et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2003).

Figure 2: Volumetric decomposition of CO2 hydrate, which can be expected to contain 120160 equivalent volumes of CO2 gas at standard conditions.
Carbon Dioxide Gas Hydrate Stability
Methane hydrates are the most common naturally occurring gas hydrate substance
while naturally occurring CO2 hydrates occur much less commonly, perhaps due to
the combination of biogenic methanogeneis and the undersaturation of CO2 in
oceans and formation waters (Milkov, 2004). The thermodynamics of CO2 hydrate
phase behaviour are well established, both for pure substances and in response to
variations in water salinity. (Sloane, 1998; Figure 3). While similar in shape the
details of methane and carbon dioxide gas hydrates differ significant, with CO2
hydrate tending to be stable at higher temperatures and lower pressures than
methane hydrates. As a result, Athabasca natural gas pools and aquifers wtih
temperatures < 10oC and occurring at depths > 200 m are potentially in or CO2
hydrate stablity either currently or subsequent to the injection of the gas is to be
stored, where formation waters are of suitable salinity.
In natural environments, gas hydrate stability and occurrence is controlled by the
combination of the thermodynamic hydrate stability phase boundary, as a function of
the geostatic pressures gradient and pore water salinity primarily and the geothermal
profile, which is itself dependent on boundary condition temperatures, such as near
surface temperatures, and the thermal conductivity of the lithological succession.
Lower near surface temperatures increase the likelihood that the temperatue-depth
profile will fall within the region gas hydrate stability. Likewise higher thermal
conductivity in the lithological succession, where rocks are more quartose and have
lower porosity will increase the thickness of the gas hydrate stability zone by
steepening the temperature profile, as illustrated below. Geological setting and
history, including the formation of permafrost, influence near surface temperatures.
Permafrost moves the temperature profile towards lower tempertures at a given
depth, which is more favourable for both gas hydrate formation and stability. These
local variations are important in the Athabasca region where sporadic permafrost
persists and where the lithological composition of the succession is variable, as
discussed below.
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Figure 3: Pure substance carbon dioxide-water phase diagram (after Sloan, 1998).
Pore water salinity is an important factor that influences gas hydrate occurrence and
stability in natural environments (Wright et al., 1999; 2005). Progressively increasing
pore water salinity has the general effect of moving gas hydrate stability toward lower
temperatures and higher pressures. The resulting changes in the P-T phase
boundaries increase non-linearly with increasing pore water salinity (Figure 4),
because of the progressive increasing in salinity that results as pore water salts are
excluded from the hydrate structure and concentrated in the water phases, similar to
saline water freezing point depression (Hesse et al., 2000). Where pore water
salinity increases sufficiently, without exchange with or mobility in the porous
reservoir, it is possible that gas hydrate fromation could be inhibited locally.
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Figure 4: CO2 hydrate equilibrium dissociation curve for as a function of pore water
salinities for 0 ppt, 20 ppt, and 40 ppt (Sloan, 1998).
Long term CO2 gas hydrate stability was studied using two different models with
varying assumptions, the profile model, and the depleted gas pool reservoirsimulation model. The reason of this selection was to examine if the answer to the
key question of this study (i.e. long-term stability) is different depending on the
assumptions. If different, then a much larger effort would be required to develop
models that could examine various assumptions. However, results of this study
suggest that despite the widely varying assumptions made in the two modelling
approaches, both suggest that:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

For most cases studied, the cooling of the reservoir after injection has
ceased, is more than the temperature change in response to surface
temperature varations related to anticipated climate changes.
Storage horizons can be found that ensure long-term stability. However,
the results have also shown that, in specific cases, part of the hydrate
formed during the cooling (post-injection), is sensitive to potential
dissociation in response to downward propagation of potential changes in
surface temperature caused by a changing climate.
The models presented illustrate specific situations. When proceeding to
both proof-of-principle studies and potential pilot demonstrations care
should be taken to evaluate potential storage locations to ensure that
stability questions will persist for the require timescale of storage.

Before proceeding to the models we explain what is meant by stability in the context
of two different types of models that are presented. The profile models are
computationally direct compared to the reservoir models. Put simply the profile
models are essentially thermodynamic. The pressure is defined by the ambient
pressure gradient in the water filled pore space. As such the regions inside the
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GHSZ consist of gas hydrate and water in thermodynamic equilbrium, without a
significant gas phase, while regions outside of GHSZ consist of water and CO2 gas
as separate phases.
In the gas pool model the depleted gas pool is currently at a temperature and
pressure that maybe near, but which is not currently within the GHSZ. The injection
of the gas itself increase the reservoir pressure and moves it into the GHSZ. As such
the reservoir models require the presence of all three phases, gas hydrate, water and
CO2 gas at all times after gas hydrate forms. Absence of the gas phase would
reduce reservoir pressure and this would be detrimental for GH stability. Thus it is
important to realize the difference between the two models and their GH stability
definitions. Additional discussion of stability and enhanced stability for the gas pool
models appears in Chapter 4 where these models are discussed.

The General State of Hydrate Science and Engineering:
There is a voluminous research literature of laboratory and modelling studies related
to all manner of clathrate and hydrate compounds, with an emphasis on petroleum
and carbon dioxide hydrates because of their role in pipeline flow assurance and
their potential as both a source of fuel and a mechanism for chemical purification with
a strong emphasis on desalinization and carbon-capture (Sloan, 2003).
Flow assurance, although still a research topic, is a mature engineering endeavor
and part of common practice. Gas hydrate methane production field demonstrations
and pilots have focused on production by dissociation at roughly half a dozen Arctic
onshore and Asian offshore test locations. All these activities confirm that gas
hydrate physico-chemical properties from the laboratory are generally applicable in
the field, although there is no general agreement regarding, or reconciliation of,
reservoir simulation and performance models. Although initial methane production
experiments are encouraging none have flowed gas in excess of one month,
indicating that transient well behavior may affect long-term production characteristics.
The longest controlled test in 2011/2012 at Ignik Sikumi #1 in Alaska, flowed for 28
days (Garapati, et al., 2013).
Specific Benefits of Athabasca Carbon Dioxide Gas Hydrate Storage
Technologies:
The potential advantages of Athabasca carbon dioxide storage as a gas hydrate
include:
a. Gas hydrate storage is inferred to be a potentially less expensive CO2 storage
option for Oil sands and bitumen operations than standard aquifer carbon
storage because it occurs closer to the Oil Sands and in situ bitumen sources
of CO2 and because it occurs at shallower depths, in the Mannville Group
12

Reservoirs, in the interval around 200-800 m. This should reduce both CO2
transportation costs and well costs at the storage repository. Shell’s 85 km of
pipeline from Scotford to Radway for the Quest project cost nearly $100
Million, which is comparable to the cost of Cenvous‘ CO2 pipeline to Weyburn
which cost approximately $1 Million/km and which requires compression each
100 km (summarized by Rock et al., 2017, with project details available
through the website http://www.energy.alberta.ca/CCS/3845.asp ).
b. Clathrate storage is more efficient than gas phase storage in the Athabasca
region. Gas hydrates provide efficient storage (~120-160 m3 per 1m3 pore
volume) compared to compressed gas at comparable depth. The anticipated
gas hydrate storage density is, in general, twice that of the gas phase at
similar depths (~200-800 m).
c. Use of depleted gas pools in the area of oil sands production provides a local
option for CO2 storage. Often the same producers responsible for the
emissions, own and operate the gas pools with wells and facilities in place.
This provides knolwedge about the reservoirs, ease of access and reduced
capital cost for a future CO2 storage project if these pools are used.
d. There will be less environmental impact. By using gas hydrate storage in
existing natural gas reservoirs, as is the consensus, the project uses existing
facilities and infrastructure reducing environmental impacts.
e. There are potential collateral technological and commodity price benefits.
While cap rock integrity and novel production technologies are not within the
scope of this study, the engineering knowledge from gas hydrate storage
studies will contribute to novel bitumen containment and extraction techniques.
Exxon already has patents for using carbon dioxide gas hydrate to make
artificial cap rock for solvent-based bitumen extraction. In addition, a carbon
dioxide hydrate proof-of-concept project contributes to carbon dioxidemethane hydrate gas production technologies that will contribute to ensuring
abundant cheap natural gas supplies for bitumen operators.
f. Hydrate storage opportunities are voluminous and abundant. Cote and Wright
(2010) indicate that hydrate storage potential is ~6-7 Gt, which is equivalent to
about 10% of the total carbon dioxide storage potential in the WCSB.
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Chapter 2: Carbon Dioxide Hydrates and Their Potential Role in Secure
Carbon Storage
Chapter 2: Summary
Significant Athatbasca CO2 gas hydrate storage opportunities are associated with the
unique geothermal history and environment near oil sands and in situ bitumen
operations. Natural occurrences of CO2 gas hydrate are unknown in Athabasca
region; however, several sets of data, primarily from industrial wells and gas pools
suggest that CO2 gas hydrates are currently stable in parts of Athabasca region. The
data has variable quality and the best data is probably that from a few high precision
temperature logs and from gas pools, with the latter being used for reserve valuation
purposes. Both indicate CO2 hydrate formation is currently possible. Some of the
larger industrial well data set also indicates opportunities of CO2 hydrate stability, but
these data are more uncertain.
Potential CO2 gas hydrate storage occurs in both gas pools and Cretaceous strata,
primarily in Mannville Gp. reservoirs. Among the gas pools, 3-11 pools have
individual storage capacities > 10 Mt CO2 if the achievable hydrate saturation (Sgh) is
between 15% and 90%. These eleven gas pools contain 85% of the total pore space
resource among the candidate Athabasca gas pools identified by Shaw (2004) and
they have a cumulative storage potential of somewhere between 67.3 Mt CO2 to
403.8 Mt CO2, depending on the achievable Sgh. Cote and Wright (2010) suggested
that that Athabasca CO2 aquifer hydrate storage potential was approximately 61 Gt,
but we infer that they both overestimated the potential thichness of storage reservoirs
as compared to gas pay thicknesses in Mannville Gp. reseroirs and that the
geothermal data used by them has uncertainties not accounted for in their
calculations. We infer that regional aquifer CO2 hydrate storage is more likely to be
~6 Gt, which is equivalent to about 10% of the total conventional carbon dioxide
aquifer storage potential in WCSB.
General Aspects of CO2 gas hydrate storage opportunities in rock pore space
In the 1990’s Japanese researchers proposed the combination of secure carbon
dioxide storage and enhance natural production using carbon dioxide injection into
methane hydrate reservoirs, based on the thermodynamically favored swapping of
carbon dioxide for methane (e.g. Park et al., 2006). Subsequently, others proposed
primary carbon dioxide hydrate as an alternative secure carbon storage mechanism
and regional WCSB evaluations identified significant hydrate storage opportunities
near the Oil Sands and Bitumen operating regions (Shaw, 2004; Cote and Wright,
2010, 2013; Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014).
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Figure 5: Potential carbon dioxide hydrate storage potential, ~6-7 Gt (or roughly 10-11% of
the regional storage potential inferred by Cote and Wright (2010, 2013), see text for
discussion), compared to other potential storage opportunities, ~70 Gt.
Therefore, we expect that carbon dioxide gas hydrate storage will have lower capital
and operating costs than aquifer storage, especially if storage can be found within a
100 km of the source. Gas hydrates provide a large potential storage reservoir that is
environmentally safer and has fewer surface and water resource risks and impacts
than gas phase storage at comparable depth. It has ancillary technological benefits
of direct interest to Oil Sands and bitumen producers.
Previous Work to Characterize CO2 hydrate storage potential in Alberta
Types of Studies
Pressure, temperature and connate water compositional data permits the direct
characterization of CO2 gas hydrate stability in the Athabasca oil sands and bitumen
operations region and its environs and from that, the inference of shallow CO2
storage potential in gas hydrate (Figure 3). There are two key publicly available
studies of CO2 gas hydrate stability and storage potential (Shaw, 2004; Cote and
Wright, 2010; 2013). Wright and others (2008) present information on Alberta CO2
hydrate storage potential that cites the work of Shaw (2004) and Cote and Wright
(2010, 2013). The two publicly available studies are both province-wide
assessments. Despite their similarity in geographic scope the two studies are
distinctive in purpose and goal and could be considered essentially independent.
Shaw (2004) looked specifically at potential storage in natural gas pools. Cote and
Wright (2010, 2013) looked at potential storage in regional porous media, with a
focus on regional aquifers. Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish (2011, 2012, 2013, 2014)
performed a specific reservoir simulation for a single depleted Athabasca gas pool.
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They state that they performed their simulation considering an unpublished study of
CO2 hydrate potential storage in natural gas pools with temperatures less than or
equal to 9oC in the area Twp. 75-95 and Rge. 5-10W4 (i.e. Athabasca region).
Sources and Vintages of Data
Gas hydrate storage studies employ general CO2 hydrate phase relationships (Figure
2 after Sloan, 1998) adapted to local conditions. The sources of temperature data
used by previous studies are not similar. Shaw (2004) employed gas pool reservoir
temperatures. Cote and Wright (2010; 2013) combined surface temperature data
(Majorowicz, 2006) with geothermal gradient data (Bachu and Burwash, 1994) of two
different vintages to infer the geographic regions of CO2 gas hydrate stability. They
also used both AEUB 2008 vintage industrial well log temperature data augmented
by 18 high precision well temperature surveys (Majorowicz pers. comm., 2010) for
their identification of gas wells within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone. Zatsepina
and Pooladi-Darvish (2012) performed their unpublished study of CO2 hydrate
potential storage in natural gas pools using pre-2001 vintage data (Burrowes et al.,
2001) of similar vintage to that used by Shaw (2004). Both studies use petroleum
industry-generated public data similar to that used to estimate saline aquifer,
depleted petroleum pool and unmineable coal bed CO2 storage potential (Anon,
2012), such that the resulting estimates of gas hydrate storage potential could be
considered as good for regional mapping purposes, or in the case of gas pools,
probably more reliable than the existing CO2 aquifer storage potential studies.
Shaw (2004) and Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) both assume a regional and constant
hydrostatic pressure gradient that permits pressure inference from depth data making
the general pressure controls used by both studies comparable. Shaw (2004) used
regulatory gas pool data (AEUB, 2001). The regulatory data used by Shaw is
inferred the highest quality data available at the time of his analysis (Table 1). The
quality of the industrial well log data set used by Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) is
generally acknowledged as inferior to the regulatory pool parameter data, but it
provides geographic coverage and data density useful for regional studies.
The Industrial well temperature data set:
Temperature data collected from petroleum and other wells in conjunction with
wireline logging and other operations at about the time the wells are drilled provides
a large and geographically comprehensive temperture data set, that was collected for
other purposes than defining gas hydrate stability. Cote and Wright (2013) discuss
issues associated with the petroleum well temperature data set. It is clear that the
well temperature data quality is poor compared to the gas pool temperature
parameters (Shaw, 2004).
Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) employed a 2008, wellbore data set of 62,662 shallow
gas wells of which 77% were drilled since 1980 (ERCB, 2008). This database was
filtered by them resulting in the eliminaiton of:
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•

wells without location information (972)

•

wells without depth/temperature information (9,161)

•

wells drilled to more than 1500 m (15,188)

•

wells not drilled into the gas hydrate stability zone, or < 200 m (367)

•

wells that recorded inexplicable temperatures (10)

Temperature and bottom-hole pressure data from the residual 36,764 wells was used
by them in their analysis (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Left, locations of 62,662 shallow gas wells drilled between 1904 and 2008. and
Right) the location of the 36,764 shallow gas wells from which Cote and Wright (2012)
informed their model of gas hydrate storage capacity. Well locations are superimposed on
their regions where they inferred gas hydrate stability from geothermal maps in the WCSB
Atlas at 300 m depth (Bachu and Burwash, 1994).
Among these 36,764 wells, the depth and bottom hole temperature data for 121
shallow gas wells (Figure 7) met the requirements for CO2 gas hydrate stability,
assuming a hydrostatic pore pressure profile with depth (~9.8 kPa m-1). Most of the
121 wells occurred in the Fort McMurray and Cold Lake areas (Figure 8), which
concurred with their previous estimates of the region of CO2 gas hydrate stability
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from the WCSB Atlas maps (Bachu and Burwash, 1994). Many of these gas well
appear to be at depths and temperatures that approximate the CO2 hydrate stability
boundary for fresh water (0 parts per thousand (ppt.) salt) and only about half would
still be within CO2 gas hydrate stability for pore water salnities of 20 ppt.

Figure 7. Temperature-depth (pressure) data for 121 shallow gas wells that were inferred to
indicate potential CO2 hydrate stability conditions in fresh water (0 ppt), of which only about
one half are within the GHSZ if pore water salinity is 20 ppt (Cote and Wright, 2013).
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Figure 8: Locations of the 121 shallow gas wells that potentially indicate subsurface P-T
conditions for CO2 hydrate stability in fresh water (Cote and Wright, 2013). The locations of
these gas wells is superimposed on predicted regions of potential CO2 gas hydrate storage
potential at 300 m that was inferred from WCSB Atlas geothermal maps (Bachu and
Burwash, 1994). The difference between the two approaches, both of which were constructed
using different subsets of AER well data, characterises the regional suitability, but local
limitations of that dataset ...
The difference between the definition of regions of CO2 gas hydrate subsurface
stability obtained using different subsets of the AER well data set indicates the
regional utility, but the local uncertainties in the AER well temperature data set for
defining regions of CO2 gas hydrate stability (Figure 8). When these data
uncertainties are combined with the sparsity of gas wells in the oil sands operating
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region the short-comings of the existing well temperature data set and the need to
improve it are readily apparent. In addition, the definition of CO2 gas hydrate
stability would be additonally facilitated by improved maps of pore water salinity in
candidate geologic reservoirs.
Currently well temperature data uncertainties have significant implications for the
assessment of CO2 gas hydrate stability mapping. Among the gas well data are very
low pool temperatures (Figure 7). Some of these, occurring below 600 metres are
anomalous in both temperature and location, relative to the regional geothermal field
as defined by Bachu and Burwash (1994). Others, at depths shallower than 600 m
are within the range of gas pool temperatures report by Shaw (2004) and Warters et
al., 1997). Some of these wells are located in or near locations where permafrost is
known or may occur. Near-surface permafrost is currently a subject of study by the
AER/Alberta Geological Survey and our group has been in communication with them.
It will be useful to compare the location of subsurface indications for permafrost with
the mapped surface distributions once the AER/AGS study is complete.
High Precision Temperature Surveys in Wellbores
One of us (Majorowicz of Northern Geothermal Consultants) performed 18 high
precision measurements of temperatures in boreholes (Figure 9). This data set was
reported previously (Cote and Wright, 2013). The data was again obtained for
purposes other than defining regions of CO2 hydrate stability. Temperature were
measured using a thermistor probe calibrated to 0.03°C. Profiles were measured in
suspended wells at intervals of 2 to 5 m, to ~340 m deep. Most of the locations
studied are in regions where the industrial well temperature data discussed above
was not favourable for CO2 gas hydrate stability (Figure 10). In general, those
precise well temperature profiles confirm that the locations are unfavourable for CO2
gas hydrate stability.
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Figure 9: High precision well temperature profiles from the area north of the Fort McMurray
(A and B), near Cold Lake (C and D) and south of Fort McMurray (E) measured by J.A.
Majorowicz, pers. comm. 2017, also in Cote and Wright, 2013). The well temperature
profiles (red) are plotted relative to CO2 hydrate stability curves for fresh pore (black) and
slightly saline (20 ppt, blue) waters.
The temperature profile from Stoney Lake (Figure 9e, well N) indicates a current CO2
gas hydrate stability zone of significant thickness (>300 m) of south of Fort
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McMurray. This result was predicted by pervious work using the regional
temperature data (Figure 10, Cote and Wright, 2013). That location is the subject of
a key profile model discussed below, which provides a model of long-term CO2 gas
hydrate stability based on accurate local data. Unfortunately most of the high
precision temperature profiles were located outside of the most favourable regions for
CO2 gas hydrate stability.
Some of the other high precision wells are suggestive of local CO2 gas hydrate
stability, generally in regions where it is not expected based on the industrial well
temperture data (Figure 9) , but they are generally not logged to sufficient depth to
confirm that they are in CO2 gas hydrate stability. Wells (N and R, Figure 9, 10), are
south of Fort McMurray where Cote and Wright (2013) predicted a “marginal” gas
hydrate sequestration potential. The precise temperature log for Stoney Lake well N
(Figure 9, 10) falls well within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone, beginning at ~210
m where it is at ~4.3°C. The Stoney Lake high precision temperature profile
suggests that the well is in CO2 hydrate stability zone to ~500 m where the well is
inferred to be at ~10°C. The resulting thickness of the CO2 GHSZ is about ~290 m
thick at this location, where Cote and Wright (2013) suggested only marginal CO2
storage potential. The well R, located 25 km to the north of Stoney Lake site N,
suggests no potential CO2 gas hydrate stability. Well G, located close to Cold Lake
suggest that it may also be in a region of CO2 gas hydrate stability, beginning at
about 300 m deep, while the other 16 wells with precise temperature profiles, indicate
no current CO2 gas hydrate stability, like the regional geothermal field variations from
industrial well temperature data.
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Figure 10: The location of high precision wellbore temperature profiles measured by J. A.
Majorowicz (Figure 9), superimposed on the regions of model predictions of regional
potentials for CO2 sequestration as gas hydrate at 300 m depth (Cote and Wright, 2013).
The precise temperature profiles (Figures 7 and 8) indicate several important things:
1. The regional industrial well temperature data should not be used to define
projects without confirmation from precise temperature profiles, and that
2. Some area previously indicated to have no CO2 gas hydrate stability currently
may actually be in CO2 GHSZ.
3. Precise temperature profiles could be used to improve the mapping of current
CO2 GHSZ and CO2 storage potential by performing high precision surveys at
or near locations where the industrial well temperature data suggest the
existance of a current CO2 GHSZ.
Much lower geothermal gradient and best P/T conditions for potential CO2 hydrate
are found in the Rumpel Lake well in the Precambrian Athabasca Basin in
Saskatchewan, where porosity is generally much lower than in the WCSB Athabasca
region Phanerozoic succession. A profile model of Rumpel Lake is also provided to
illustrate its long term CO2 gas hydrate stability characteristics. The Stoney Lake and
Rumpel Lake models are also used to inform models of CO2 hydrate long term
stability in gas pools, both those that are like the common occurrences in Athabsca
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region, which are close to or promatable to GHSZ, like the gas pool reservoir model
that is also discussed. This provides a basis for comparing, generally the results
from the two types of CO2 gas hydrate stability models performed in this study, those
of single profiles and those of reservoir models.
CO2 Hydrate Storage Capacity in Athabasca Gas Pools and Regional Aquifers
The geographic and depth range of the CO2 hydrate stability zone in the subsurface
is a primary control on the hydrate storage potential as controlled by the CO2 hydrate
phase relationships (Figure 2 after Sloan, 1998). Increased water salinity depresses
carbon dioxide hydrate stability. If connate water is more saline, then hydrate
stability begins at a deeper depth for a given temperature. Fresh water or low salinity
approximations of CO2 hydrate stability are appropriate for the Athabasca region
because of the low salinities, < 20-30 ppt, observed in Mesozoic and younger
sediments (Shaw, 2004; Cote and Wright, 2010; 2013). Zatsepina and PooladiDarvish (2012) considered hydrate stability as a function of gas composition,
specifically the effects of methane-carbon dioxide mixing in depleted gas pools, a
factor not considered by the two other studies. Other compositional changes in the
pore space fluid can affect gas hydrate stability such that detailed studies of hydrate
stability analysis should use local data.
Shaw’s (2004) purpose was to identify candidate Alberta gas pools for CO2 hydrate
storage. He employed gas pool data from regulatory sources and reported pool
temperature and inferred pool pressure from depth assuming a hydrostatic gradient.
Shaw (2004) screened Alberta gas pool data against the phase stability criteria
(Figure 3). He imposed geographic, thermal and pressure limitations on the gas
pools he considered. He used only the initial gas-filled pore-space volume. He did
not consider the effects of any data uncertainties on the potential hydrate storage
resource.
Shaw (2004) considered only gas pools north of Township 75. By using regulatory
pool data he ensured that his analysis employed the best quality data available. Pool
parameters are subject to routine audit for corporate valuation and regulatory
compliance and as such they provide the best possible data set for the identification
and characterization of hydrate storage resource potential. Within his study region,
Shaw (2004) considered only pools with temperatures equal to or less than 8oC. He
also considered only the initial gas-filled reservoir volume, although he indicates that
CO2 gas hydrate stability commonly extends into the current underlying bitumen or
water-filled pore space of some pools. He stated that additional water-filled pore
space in the CO2 hydrate stability zone could augment the storage potential of some
pools. As a result he considered his CO2 gas hydrate storage estimates to be
conservative.
By direct comparison with the fresh water and low salinity (20 ppt) CO2 hydrate
phase diagram he classified pools as: currently in the hydrate stability zone,
potentially in the hydrate stability zone at higher pressures, up to 3 MPa; or not
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having potential to store CO2 as gas hydrate. He reported only the first two
categories in tabular and diagrammatic form. Shaw (2004) identified 61 candidate
Alberta gas pools for CO2 hydrate storage. Eighteen (18) candidate gas pools are
inferred to be within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone currently. Shaw (2004) made
no geographic or subsurface analysis of the extent of the CO2 hydrate stability within
or between the pools.
Most candidate gas fields, including: Chard, Graham, Hanginstone, Leige, Leismer,
Newby, Resdeln, Saleski, and Thorbury, are in Lower Cretaceous Mannville Group
gas pools near oil sands and bitumen operations, but a few, such as Panny, Zama
and Boyle occur in central or northwestern Alberta. He attributed a hydrate storage
potential of 297 Mt CO2 assuming that CO2 hydrate saturation would be 54% (i.e.
90% cage occupancy and 60% hydrate occupancy of the pore space). He also
indicated, but did not quantify, additional potential hydrate storage potential because
of associated “water-legs” within the CO2 hydrate stability zone.
Shaw (2004) excluded pools with temperatures of 9 and 10oC from consideration,
although Cote and Wright (2013) showed subsequently that some wells are currently
in the CO2 hydrate stability zone for temperatures of 9 and 10oC, including some that
are in the CO2 hydrate stability zone for 20 ppt connate water compositions at 9oC.
Shaw did not consider uncertainties in the determination of either pool pressures or
temperatures nor did he evaluate the effects that such uncertainties might have on
gas pool CO2 hydrate storage resources. It is unlikely that the fresh to brackish water
assumptions he used are appropriate for the Devonian Grosmont Fm. gas pools that
he included in his candidate pool group.
Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) performed a province-wide study of Alberta aquifer
hydrate storage potential. Their study complements and augments that of Shaw
(2004), but it does not improve or revise the initial study of storage potential in gas
pools. The report appears to indicate that only gas wells were considered, but this is
not stated clearly. Pressures were depth dependent and inferred hydrostatic (~9.8
kPa m-1). In addition to ERCB well data they used a geothermal gradient model
based on Alberta well temperatures for corrected drilling disturbance constructed
from an older version of the ERCB well temperature data (Bachu and Burwash,
1994).
Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) also used ERCB data (ERCB, 2008) to infer wells with
pressure (depth) and temperature indicating potential CO2 gas hydrate stability,
although they did not provide a list of these wells. It is not apparent that they made
drilling effect corrections to individual well temperatures extracted from the ERCB
well data base (e.g. Cote and Wright, 2013, p. 18-27). They considered 62,662
industry wells, 77% of were drilled after 1979 (ERCB, 2008). The database was
filtered using various criteria to a subset of 36,764 wells in the greater than 200 m but
less than 1500 m depth range. The resulting 36, 764 well dataset is geographically
variable, but it sufficiently dense around oil sands and in situ operations to permit
inference of wells indicating hydrate storage potential in the Athabasca region.
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Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) employed two approaches to characterize CO2 hydrate
stability. Their first approach indicated the CO2 hydrate stability zone geographic
distribution at depths of 200, 300 (Figure 3, map) and 400 m. This was inferred using
a corrected ground surface temperature and geothermal gradient data (Cote and
Wright, 2013, their figures 16 and 19; Cote and Wright, 2010, their figures 6 and 7).
This results in three qualitative maps of inferred hydrate stability that they classified
as good (>1oC cooler than the phase boundary), marginal (within 1oC of the phase
boundary) and unlikely/poor (> 1oC warmer than the phase boundary). While, it
might seem undesirable to use derivative parameters, specifically a combination of
corrected surface temperature and geothermal gradient data as the basis for inferring
gas hydrate stability the method potentially avoids some commonly acknowledged
data quality issues of specific well temperature observations by using geothermal
gradient data constructed from corrected, average temperature depth profiles. From
their regional hydrate stability maps Cote and Wright (2013) inferred an area
underlain by “good” potential hydrate stability of 9200 km2 for and 23,700 km2 for
“marginal” stability.
In their alternate analysis Cote and Wright (2010, 2013), as discussed above, used
well data to identify 121 gas wells inferred to meet CO2 hydrate stability criteria for
fresh pore water. Similar to Shaw’s result, most of these occur in the Fort McMurray
and Cold Lake region, although some were widely distributed throughout Alberta.
They note that approximately half of the candidate wells would fall outside of the CO2
hydrate stability field if pore water salinity was 20 ppt, which was the water
composition used by Shaw (2004). They did not use these wells to calculate a
potential storage volume or to modify the potential storage volume identified using
the geothermal gradient method. They noted qualitatively that the 121 candidate gas
wells occur generally in the same regions where their geothermal gradient-based
maps suggested potential for CO2 gas hydrate storage and where Shaw (2004)
identified gas pools that were potential hydrate storage sites (Figure 4).
Cote and Wright’s (2010, 2013) analysis of well data included a significant number of
wells about one third of which met hydrate stability criteria at temperatures between
8oC and 10oC. This represents temperatures above those considered by Shaw
(2004) who did not consider gas pools with temperatures >8oC. Unlike Shaw (2004),
Cote and Wright did not include wells, with suitably low temperature, but at shallower
depths that might be re-pressurized by gas injection to reach hydrate stability. These
methodological differences compound the differences in data sources that also
contribute to the variations among the results for the two studies, which from the
outset had different purposes and goals.
Cote and Wright (2013) discuss issues for the determination of subsurface gas
hydrate stability that were associated with the petroleum well temperature data
quality issues. It is clear that the well temperature data quality is poor compared to
the gas pool temperature parameters. Some wells indicate temperatures that are
either inconsistently low compared to the geothermal gradient data, or that are
otherwise anomalous compared to the regional geothermal field. Presumably there
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are also, probably more commonly, wells that are anomalously warm, possibly due to
drilling effects, that could be in the hydrate stability zone, but which had well data that
did not meet hydrate stability criteria. To explore this issue Cote and Wright (2013)
considered 18 high precision well temperature profiles. One of the high precision
temperature logs recorded in their “marginal” stability zone indicates a CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone ~290 m thick, near Fort McMurray.
There are currently no high precision temperature profiles in any of the regions
described to have “good” hydrate stability zone development. It follows that the high
precision temperature log data are a non-standard, potentially very useful source of
data for improving the description of subsurface gas hydrate stability that are
generally supportive of the stability zone inferences made by Cote and Wright (2010,
2013), but which are far too few and not well situated with respect to confirming the
description of the subsurface CO2 hydrate stability zone as it applies equally to either
gas pools or aquifers. It follow directly that more high precision temperature data,
particularly within candidate pool boundaries is desirable to obtain.
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Figure 11: Distribution of inferred carbon dioxide hydrate stability in Alberta determined
using: surface temperature and geothermal gradient data at 300 m depth (shaded contours,
Cote and Wright, 2010, 2013), the location (orange dots) of 61 gas pools inferred to be
potential carbon dioxide gas hydrate storage locations at pressures up to 3 MPa (from Shaw,
2004), as well as, the temperatures and pressure of the 121 gas wells inferred to be in gas
hydrate stability for fresh formation waters (inset cross-plot red dots, the geographic
distribution of which is shown on Figure 18 in Cote and Wright, 2013).
Available Porous Volume
Shaw (2004) identified 61 candidate gas pools for CO2 hydrate storage, 56 of which
were within the Athabasca region and environs (Table 1). Eighteen (18) candidate
gas pools are within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone currently and the remainder
would achieve gas hydrate stability. Most candidate gas fields, including: Chard,
Graham, Hanginstone, Leige, Leismer, Newby, Resdeln, Saleski, and Thorbury, are
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in Lower Cretaceous Mannville Group gas pools near oil sands and bitumen
operations, but a few, such as Panny, Zama and Boyle occur in central or
northwestern Alberta. In total the pore space resource in the 56 candidate pools
within the Athabasca region is 1.81 x 109 m3. Shaw also indicated, but did not
quantify or include, additional pore space that he indicated to have potential for
hydrate storage potential in the candidate pools within the pore space of the
associated “water-leg” which is also within the CO2 hydrate stability zone.
Cote and Wright (2010, 2013) made a qualitative, geographically comprehensive
description of the subsurface CO2 gas hydrate stability zone. However, they infer
available porous volume in the subsurface gas hydrate stability zone considering
compiled drill-stem test and core plug measurements combined with very general
stratigraphic assumptions. They described “characteristic’ porosity and net porous
reservoir in the interval between 200 and 400 m current depth without discussion of
the stratigraphic or lithological variations. Considering compiled porosity data, not all
of which would appear pertinent, Cote and Wright (2013) assumed a single constant
porosity of 27% within the stability interval, which is less than the 29.1% average
porosity in Shaw’s candidate pools (Shaw, 2004). In general these numbers are
however, comparable to the 28% average porosity that is characteristic of 2067
Mannville Group gas pools (Table 2; data from Warters, 1997).
Table 2: Pool average porosity statistics for 2067 discovered Mannville Group gas pools
(Warters et al., 1997)
Zone
Grand Rapids & Clearwater

# of pools

TOTAL

MEAN (m)

VARIANCE

S.D.

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

1281

386.96

0.30

1.05E-03

0.03

0.03

0.39

Wabiskaw

219

59.29

0.27

1.57E-03

0.04

0.03

0.36

McMurray

567

158.89

0.28

1.38E-03

0.04

0.11

0.36

0.28

1.33E-03

0.04

0.06

0.37

2067

Since the Mannville Group is not commonly more than 200 m thick in the Athabasca
region it is inappropriate not to consider stratigraphic and lithological parameters
where the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone extends from Cretaceous Mannville Group
into Devonian carbonate strata. Cote and Wright (2013) used their regional hydrate
stability maps to infer 9200 km2 underlain by “good” hydrate stability and 23,700 km2
underlain by “marginal” stability. They attributed a 100 m thick hydrate stability zone
to the “good” region and a 50 m thick hydrate stability zone in the “marginal” region.
These are fractions of the stability zone thickness since locations in the “good”
stability region at 300 m depth indicates a stability zone ~300 m thick typically (Cote
and Wright, 2013, their Fig. 15). The discounted thicknesses may also include a
consideration of anticipated net to gross ratio, but their application of net to gross
ratios is inconsistent between the “good” and “marginal” zone. Their resulting
calculation of aquifer pore space storage within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone is
therefore, while not irrational, it is overly generalized, inconsistently performed and,
as a result, it is inferred unreliable.
Table 3: Average Net Pay (thickness of gas filled interval) Statistics for 2067 discovered
Mannville Group gas pools (Warters et al., 1997)
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Zone
Grand Rapids & Clearwater

# of pools

TOTAL

MEAN (m)

VARIANCE

S.D.

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

1281

2702.14

2.1

2.6

1.6

0.3

20.1

Wabiskaw

219

562.99

2.6

4.9

2.2

0.2

13.5

McMurray

567

1521.22

2.7

6.4

2.5

0.3

16.4

2.5

4.6

2.1

0.3

16.7

2067

Mannville Group gas pools are typically stratigraphically controlled and it is probably
more appropriate to use “stacked” gas pool net pays (i.e. the thickness of the gas
filled reservoir interval) from the three major Mannville reservoir intervals as an
indicator of net porous thickness available for aquifer storage. The data from Shaw’s
candidate gas pools average 4.1 m net pay and all the net pays in the candidate
hydrate storage gas pools are <10 m thick (Shaw, 2004). The maximum net pay
parameters among 2067 Athabasca gas pools in any of the three stratigraphic
intervals considered by the GSC Mannville gas assessment (Warters et al., 1997) is
20 m individually and it is unlikely that all three zones would exceed 50 m net
thickness. The average of the individual three zones is 2.5 m thick. This suggests
that the average net pay at any location would be 7.5 m, assuming that all three
zones are present. We are concerned that Cote and Wright’s (2013) assumption of
100 m net reservoir is too optimistic even in the best zones where gas hydrate
stability may be 300 m thick. Considering that gas pool net pay parameters suggest
net pay thicknesses in the vicinity of 4-7.5 m, which is about a twentieth to a tenth of
the thickness used Cote and Wright we arbitrarily consider only 10-11% or 6-7 Gt of
the 61 Gt regional CO2 aquifer hydrate storage (Figure 1) that was inferred by Cote
and Wright (2013).
It is possible and probably desirable to up-date and improve the available porous
volume estimates for both the gas pools and the regional aquifer study using more
contemporary data and more consistent analysis. However, this is not the most
important uncertainty in the estimation of either local gas pool or regional aquifer CO2
hydrate storage as discussed below.
Inference of CO2 Hydrate Storage Potential
Characterization of Athabasca region CO2 gas hydrate stability enables estimation of
the associated CO2 storage potential as a function of the available pore space and
the occupancy of CO2 gas hydrate in the pore space. CO2 hydrate efficiently stores
up to 160 volumes CO2 gas at STP in a unit hydrate volume, theoretically. One
tonne of CO2 that occupies ~556.2 m3 at STP can be stored in ~3.5 m3 of gas
hydrate. The CO2 hydrate reservoir storage factor is 0.29 m3 of reservoir void
space/tonne CO2. The theoretical storage limit is likely an unobtainable limit.
Discussion below suggests direct CO2 injection into gas pools will achieve about 20%
gas hydrate saturation, but could likely be much improved with the addition of
chemical inhibitors or other strategies, the discussion of which is beyond the scope of
this report. Natural methane gas hydrates achieve hydrate saturations of 50%-90%
(Dallimore et al., 2005; 2012). Majorowicz et al. (2013) suggest that the high natural
hydrate saturations at Mallik result from the in situ transformation of a conventional
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natural gas in response to the downward propagation of Pleistocene climate
changes.
The importance of hydrate saturation for storage potential estimates
Shaw (2004) decided, without explanation or reference, that hydrate storage would
be 144 m3 CO2 @ STP/m3 hydrate and that 60% of the available pore space would
contain such a hydrate. This is equivalent to a 54% occupancy of the theoretical
maximum storage potential. Although Newby McMurray B has the largest hydrate
pore space resource, Shaw illustrated his storage analysis using Newby McMurray P
gas pool, which he estimated to have a storage capacity of ~12 Mt of CO2. Cote and
Wright (2010) inferred that hydrate storage would be 50% of the maximum theoretical
potential, based on the lower end of natural hydrate saturations observed at the
Mallik methane hydrate wells. Their occupancy rate is therefore comparable to, but
slightly lower than, that used by Shaw.
A CO2 hydrate storage simulation of Chard McMurray AAA gas pool that considered
a simple CO2 injection method achieved average hydrate saturations of ~15%
(Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011; 2012), which is much smaller than the ~50%
assumed by the two other studies. However, these studies were not optimized for
highest hydrate saturation and storage capcity. Changing design paramters (e.g.
addition of small amounts of hydrate stablizing agents such as propane or H2S) as
well as the initial conditions of the target formations (e.g. higher water saturation) are
expected to lead to higher hydrate saturation, and could be studied in future studies.
Unfortunately the simulations of the Ignik Sikumi #1 well (Garapati et al., 2013) were
not designed nor are they clearly informative regarding maximum achievable CO2
Sgh.
Therefore, it is best to use the single modeling result as a lower limit for expected
hydrate saturation as guide to future model and engineering studies. Even at the low
saturation achieved in the existing model its results indicate the effectiveness of gas
hydrate storage as the modelled hydrate storage potential was ~5.3 times the initial
in-place natural gas volume for the pool studied. This indicates the critical
importance to improving the understanding and estimates of hydrate saturation for
understanding CO2 gas hydrate storage potential, since the difference between the
model results and the lower limit of natural occurring methane hydrates is about
three-fold, while the difference between the model and the best natural storage
efficiencies is six-fold. Caution should be exercised with respect to the single
available reservoir model predictions, as it considered only the direct injection of CO2
gas as opposed to the injection of a gas or dense phase of mixed composition that
might result in a higher pore space occupancy and it was computed using a less than
optimal computational simulator.
Storage Potential in Athabasca Natural Gas Pools
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Shaw identified 61 candidate gas pools with hydrate storage potential (Shaw, 2004,
his Table 1 and Figure 5; Figure 3). Eighteen (18) candidate gas pools are within the
CO2 gas hydrate stability zone for fresh connate water. He noted that formation
waters among the candidate pools were generally very fresh, <1% TDS, but that
more saline water compositions would decrease the hydrate stability field, such that
about a dozen gas pools were currently in the CO2 hydrate stability zone for 20 ppt
formation water. He identified an additional 43 gas pools as being outside of the CO2
hydrate stability zone currently, but as having hydrate storage potential if pool
pressure is increased to ~3 Mpa. This re-pressurization is practical, attainable
(Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2012) and it results in a pressure gradient of 20
kPa/m, which is less than the 22 kPa/m AER injection limit.
Assuming an effective hydrate saturation of 54%, as discussed above, Shaw
attributed a cumulative storage potential of 297 Mt CO2 to the 61 candidate pools
(Shaw, 2004). Most of the candidate pools occur in the vicinity of Fort McMurray or
Cold Lake within the Lower Cretaceous Mannville Group. Candidate pools listed
either in Figure 3 or in Shaw’s report (2004, Table 1) include: Chard (subsequently
modelled by Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2012, although identified in their paper,
Pooladi-Darvish per. comm.), Graham, Hanginstone, Leismer, Leige, Newby,
Resdeln, Saleski and Thorbury.
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P-T thresholds for CO2 Hydrate Stability at Different NaCl Concentrations
Tem perature (°C)
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Figure 12: Shaw’s Figure 5 showing Temperature and Pressure data for 61 candidate gas
pools from AEUB 2001 data that he identified as potential gas hydrate storage locations
(Shaw, 2004; Note that this figure, which is part of the digital zip file for GSC Open File 1830
is similar to, but not identical to Figure 5 as it appears in his report PDF file. The latter
lacks the annotation of pool names).
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Pool Pressure vs. CO2 Storage/IGIP
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Figure 13: Athabasca candidate CO2 hydrate storage gas pool pressures (kPa) versus the
efficiency of CO2 gas hydrate storage (m3 CO2 at standard conditions) as compared to initial
natural gas volume in-place (m3 at standard conditions) assuming a 54% final Sgh in
available pore space. The average efficiency ratio is 10.6 times the IGIP for 54% Sgh, which
resembles the lower end of natural Sgh, but only 2.95 times the IGIP for 15% Sgh.
Among the 56 candidate pools are 11 candidate pools that have the largest storage
capacity, among which some or all may have potential to store more than 10 Mt CO2,
depending on the achievable hydrate saturation. Regardless of achievable hydrate
saturation these eleven pools contain 85% of the total pore space resource among
the candidate Athabasca gas pools identified by Shaw (2004) and Cote and Wright
(2013)
From this we observe two important features of the potential gas hydrate storage
resource, first, that most of the resource occurs in a few large pools, and second, that
the achievable Sgh affects the ultimate storage potential significantly. The eleven
largest potential storage pools retain their size rank regardless of the achievable Sgh.
Table 4: The 11 largest potential CO2 gas hydrate storage pools in the Athabasca region,
some of which have the potential to store more than 10 Mt CO2.

Pool Name

Porou
s
Volum
e (E6
m3)

CO2
Storage
(Mt).54=S
h

CO2
Storage
(Mt).15=S
h

CO2
Storage
(Mt).9%=S
h

Initial
Pressur
e (kPa)

Ratio
CO2
stored
to IGIP
@15%
Sh

NEWBY

MCMURRAY
B

323.82

50.71

14.09

84.52

1,660

1.83

LIEGE

WABISKAW
A

300.06

46.99

13.05

78.32

920

3.39

Field Name
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LIEGE

WABISKAW
H

239.98

37.58

10.44

62.63
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E
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Y
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G
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25.87
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2.79
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B
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10.47
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P
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2.29
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8.01

2.22

13.34

1,240

2.82

CHARD

MCMURRAY
LL

43.35

6.79

1.89

11.31

1,520

1.98

NEWBY

MCMURRAY
M

41.73

6.54

1.82

10.89

1,400

2.17

Storage Capacity in Athabasca Regional Aquifers
Cote and Wright (2010; 2013) used two methods to characterize the CO2 gas hydrate
stability regionally. Using a method based on geothermal gradient variations they
estimated that the total Alberta aquifer pore space in the hydrate stability zone is 5.6
X 1011 m3 to which they attributed a regional CO2 hydrate aquifer storage resource of
~46 Gt (Cote and Wright, 2010), which they revised to ~61 Gt (Cote and Wright,
2013) subsequently, but which is more conservatively ~6-7 Gt if the thickness of
porous reservoir follows the observed gas pay thicknesses in each of the three main
Mannville Group reservoir intervals, as discussed above.
Primary Study Goal - Models of long-term CO2 gas hydrate stability or
instability prior to the next glacial epoch.
The primary purpose of this study is the calculation of long-term, i.e. until the onset
of the next glacial epoch, CO2 gas hydrate stability in the Athbasca Region, to
provide COSIA member companies with a reasonable assurance that CO2 gas
hydrate stability is safe and secure. Previous work, suggested that CO2 gas hydrate
stability was certainly achievable on a centenial (100 years) scale (Zatsepina and
Pooladi-Darvish, 2012) and that CO2 gas hydrate stability was likely until the next
glacial epoch, even in a warmer climate (Cote and Wright, 2013).
We were able to examine the question of long-term Athbasca CO2 gas hydrate
stability using two approaches. The first is a serious of four profile model situations
for a variety of climate projections. The models employ an approached used by
Majorowicz et al. (2004) that successfully modelled both permafrost and gas hydrate
occurrence in the Mackenzie Delta and which was successfully applied to the Arctic
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Archiepelgo and the Atlantic and Pacific oceanic margins of Canada. The method is
well established and the computer model has been employed in serveral published
studies in peer-reviewed scientific journals. Of the four general profile models
presented, the first is a hypothetical model that illustrates how variations in the input
parameters and boundary conditions, especially surface temperture, lithological
structure and heat flow affect the long term stability of Athabasca regions gas
hydrates. The second model is a geographically specific model contrained by an
observed high precision temperature profile, at Stony Lake south of Fort McMurray,
in a region where the current GHSZ is ~290 metres thick, but where regional
industrial temperature data suggested that CO2 gas hydrate storage potential was
likely marginal. This well, which is clearly underlaing by a thick GHSZ, but in the
regional study of aquifer gas hydrate storage potential is was not located in a region
inferred to have good CO2 hydrate stability (Cote and Wright, 2013), suggesting that
the regional mapping of the GHSZ is approximate at best.
The type of thermal profile observed at Stony Lake is then applied to two models of
gas pools like those described by Shaw (2004). The first are gas pools that have
both gas pool and surface temperatures of about or > 4oC. These gas pools lie close
to the CO2 gas hydrate stability boundary. They also provide a profile study that is
most closely comparable to the reservoir model (Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish,
2012) that had previously indicated centennial scale gas hydrate stability. A third
model is for gas pools with temperatures < 4oC, which were identified by both Shaw
(2004) and Warterss et al., (1997) and which are consistent gas wells with very low
temperatures that were identified by Cote and Wright (2013) and which were
discussed above (Figure 7). These gas pools and wells are inferred to occur in
regions of subsurface permafrost where subsurface and near surface temperatures
are inferred to be 0oC or less, if the temperature profile is to be in equilibrium with the
observed gas pool and gas well temperatures. These locations occur deep within the
CO2 gas hydrate stability zone. A fourth profile model is provided for the
Precambrian succession at Rumpel Lake Saskatchewan, where an extraordinary
combination of environmental and lithological history and characteristics result in a
extraordinary stability of CO2 gas hydrate. This last profile model is provided to
indicate that, while attractive targets for CO2 gas hydrate storage occur in the WCSB
Phanerozoic succession, there are other successions, where stability may be even
more secure, but where geological characteristics, storage capacity and location may
be less favourable for currently envisaged storage.
A second set of models are provided by the temporal extension of the finite difference
reservoir model that previously indicated centennial scale CO2 gas hydrate stability
(Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2012). Several different scenarios are considered
for those models, as described below. The study did not have the resources to
formally reconcile the profile and finite difference reservoir models of CO2 gas
hydrate stability, however the general similarity of the results and the confirmation
that very long term stability can be achieved in the right setting and locations, even at
locations where CO2 gas hydrate stability will be achieved accompanying the
injection of the gas that is to be stored, is a most encouraging and common result.
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Chapter 3: Profiles Models of Athabasca Region CO2 Gas Hydrate Stability
Chapter 3: Summary
Profile models consider depth and time, like a single well. These indicate that CO2
gas hydrate stability depends on a combination of factors including, current surface
temperature, future surface temperature “history“, associated with several climate
scenarios, the thickness and lithological composition of the geological succession,
and the dependence of pressure and temperature with depth. The model is thermally
conductive and it properly accounts for latent heat effects such as those that
accompany release or adsorption of heat accompaying both the formation and
dissociation of gas hydrates. Thermodynamic stability of gas hydrate is determined
by the CO2 gas hydrate phase boundary as a function of water salinity in the
reservoir pore space.
Profile models show that CO2 gas hydrate is both stable and unstable in Athabasca
region, depending much on the surface and near-surface temperatures, which vary
considerably because permafrost still occurs sporadically in the region. A profile
model of a high precision well temperature profile close to Fort McMurray (Stony
Lake) indicates the presence of an approximately 300 m thick CO2 gas hydrate
stability zone in a region not considered favourable by previous workers (Cote and
Wright, 2013). Many of the gas pools inside the GHSZ (Shaw, 2004) have
temperatures like the Stony Lake well and the protracted stability of GHs in the Stony
Lake model indicates that pure GH in similar conditions would meet long-term
stability criteria for secure storage. An interesting feature of these models is the
observation that latent heat effects in the reservoir are generally more important for
stability than is the downward propagation of temperatures due to future surface
temperature scenarios. These models are also the most like the, subsequently
discussed, depleted gas reservoir models that are currently near, but not in CO2
GHSZ.
Other profile models consider the stability of CO2 GH among the fewer gas pools that
are deep in the GHSZ. Like the other models closer to the phase boundary these
models indicate that secure long-term CO2 GH stability is achievable in these
situations. These models also suggest the presence, currently or in the recent past,
of permafrost conditions to depths around 130 m. While spoardic permafrost
conditions are known in the region the inference of such a thick CO2 GHSZ provides
additional assurance of long term stability in some parts of the region. It also
indicates regions of profound GHSZ that may be suitable places to perform proof of
principle tests to advance this technology and policies that permit shallow CO2
storage.
Profile Model Construction
Profile models are geographically one-dimensional model of a depth profile that
emulates a well location that evolves through time. The model is completely correct
thermally and it account fully for thermal conduction and heats of phase change,
which is important for gas hydrates which have enthaplies of formation and
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dissociation analogous to that of ice. Analytical exact and approximate solutions of
various freezing and thawing problems have been discussed by, e.g. (Galushkin
(1997), Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) and Lunardini (1991). These are applicable to
certain basic situations such as freezing of a half-space with initial temperature
gradient, or freezing/thawing of a layer from initial freezing temperature. In this study
we applied numerical techniques. The numerical simulations were done by solving
the transient heat conduction equation in one- and two-dimensional situations in a
porous medium. The implicit scheme of the finite-difference method (Safanda, 1985)
was supplemented with an algorithm enabling the latent heat of underground waterice transition to be taken into account in the same way as the latent heat of
crystallization was considered by Cermak et al., (1996).
The 2D code used in simulations is an expansion of the 1D algorithm into other
dimension based on the 2D code for numerical solution of the heat conduction
equation developed by Safanda (1985). It is done by numerical solving the transient
heat conduction equation (Safanda et al., 2004):
Cv ∂T/∂t = ∂[K(∂T/∂z)]/∂z + A

(1)

T -temperature, K - thermal conductivity, Cv - volumetric heat capacity, A - heat
generation, z -depth, t - time. The finite-difference scheme of equation (1) on the
depth and time grids..zk-1 , zk , zk+1 ,... and...tn , tn+1 ,....., respectively, has a form (2):
Cv,k n (Tkn+1 – Tkn) / (tn+1 – tn) = 2Kk+1n (Tk+1n+1 – Tkn+1)/[Δzk+1(Δzk + Δzk+1)] 2Kkn (Tkn+1 – Tk-1n+1)/[Δzk(Δzk + Δzk+1)] + Ak
(2)
where the subscript k and the superscript n denote values at the kth depth step and
the nth time step, respectively; Δzk = zk - zk-1 ; Kk+1n = Δzk+1 /[ ∫z k z k+1 dz/kn(z)]. The
difference scheme together with the upper and lower boundary conditions lead to a
system of difference equations for unknown values Tk-1n+1 , Tkn+1 , Tk+1n+1, with a
tridiagonal matrix, which can be solved by the forward method (Peaceman and
Rachford, 1955). Model of CO2 formation and CO2 hydrate stability in time and
space for the measured temperature-depth in the oilsands area. The parameters
used in the profile models are:
Porosity (%)

0 – 30

Saturation of water

0.4

Saturation of gas

0.6

Salinity (ppt)

0 - 20

Heat capacity
Volumetric heat capacity of rock matrix (J/m3.K)
Volumetric heat capacity of water (J/m3.K)

2.5*106
4.19*106

Volumetric heat capacity of water ice (J/m3.K)
Volumetric heat capacity of CO2-hydrate (J/m3.K)
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1.93*106
1.5*106

Volumetric heat capacity was calculated as a weighted arithmetic mean of capacities of rock
matrix, water, CO2-hydrate and water ice according to their volumetric fractions
Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity of water saturated rocks (W/m.K)

1.4 – 5.8

Thermal conductivity of rock in permafrost zone (W/m.K)
Thermal conductivity of water (W/m.K)

1.5 – 6.6

0.6

Thermal conductivity of water ice (W/m.K)

2.2

Thermal conductivity of CO2-hydrate (W/m.K)

0.4

Thermal conductivity is calculated as a weighted geometric mean of conductivities of rock
matrix, water, CO2-hydrate and water ice according to their volumetric fractions
Enthalpies
CO2-hydrate formation/dissociation enthalpy (J/m3)
Water ice freezing/melting enthalpy (J/m3)

4.4*108
3.07*108

Numerical model Structure
1-D vertical layered model 0 – 15 km with 445 cells
Vertical grid steps (thicknesses): 2 - 5 – 10 – 50 – 100 – 250 – 500 m
And in depth sections 0 – 100 – 1500 – 2000 – 2500 – 5000 – 10000 – 15000 m, respectively
Parameters for Homogeneous models:
•
•
•
•
•
•

conductivity of water saturated rocks 5.78 W/(m.K)
conductivity of rock in permafrost zone 6.57 W/(m.K)
porosity 10%
salinity 20 ppt (parts per thousand)
initial surface temperature 4.2 oC
basal heat flow at 15 km 27.1 mW/m2

Parameters for Inhomogeneous stratified models
Layered model:
•
•
•
•
•
•

layers (m)
0 – 360 – 390 – 410 – 440 – 500 – 530 – 710 – 730 – 780 – 820 – 830
– 840 – 15000
porosity (%)
30 20 5 20 5 20 0 7 7 7 7 7 2
conductivity in permafrost zone (W/(m.K))
o 2.85 3.11 1.49 3.11 1.49 3.63 5.7 6.24 3.4 1.53 6.24 3.29 2.57
conductivity below the base of permafrost (W/(m.K))
o 1.93 2.4 1.4 2.4 1.4 2.8 5.7 5.7 3.1 1.4 5.7 3.0 2.5
salinity 20 ppt
initial surface temperature 2.63 oC
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•

basal heat flow at 15 km 30.0 mW/m2

Climate Scenarios and Their Impact on Surface Temperatures
A review of future climate predictions suggests three possible future climate
scenarios, all of which we have considered in our modelling as alternatives
scenarios. The three alternative climate scenarios for the next 20,000 years
employed are:
1.

An ”average” climate scenario (AVER). Characterized by a warming by 1.5 K
during the next 100 years (according to the RCP2.6 model) followed by a
stabilization of climate and the maintenance of this climate and surface
temperature until the end of the simulation interval, 20,000 years from the
present day (Archer 2005).

2.

A "pessimistic" climate scenario (PES), from the point of the CO2-hydrate
stability. In which the climate warms by 6 C during the next 300 years, after
which is stable for a period an additional 700 years, that is subsequently
followed by a 4 C cooling during period of the following 10,000 years, due to
orbital forcing which persists to the end of the modelled interval. In this
model, the climate stabilizes at about 2 C above the present temperatures, in
a scenario that is consistent with the climate forecast based on a 5000 Gt C
atmospheric input (Archer 2005).

3.

An "optimistic" scenario (OPT) that is optimistic from the perspective of both
future climate characteristics, due to active GHG management that results in
surface temperature models that are also favorable for CO2-hydrate stability).
This model is also consistent with a temperature history that includes
warming by 1.5 K during the next 100 years (based on the RCP2.6) followed
by a stable surface temperature for the subsequent 900 years after which the
onset of cooling into the next ice age begins. . Several future Ice Age
scenarios suggest that the temperature decline by 10 K is very gradual during
an interval of between 10,000 to 20,000 years. We consider the rate of
cooling 0.1 K per 100 years, which produces a cooling of 10 K over a period
of 10 ka.

The OPT climate scenario leads to formation of permafrost in the upper several
hundreds of meters after the time 5000 – 6000 years. Geothermal aspects of this
process (change of thermal conductivity, volumetric heat capacity, and release of
heat during the interstitial water freezing) are taken into account. The initial
temperature profile that corresponds to the Present is calculated as a response of the
steady-state temperature-depth profile (corresponding to the geothermal model of the
site) to the surface temperature jump by 1 K 100 years ago. All models use a
constant heat basal heat flow at 15 km depth as a lower boundary condition.
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Figure 14: The three climate scenarios of future surface temperature variations evaluated in
the profile models, as described in the text and compared to the current 4 oC mean annual
average surface temperature.
Profile Models
Different profile models of CO2 gas hydrate stability pertinent to the Athbasca region,
were calculated for various climate scenarios to illustrate both the general features
controlling CO2 gas hydrate stability and the specific predictions for different
geographic locations, three of which are in the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin
Phanerozoic succession. The profile models representing both Athabasca aquifer
and gas pool settings. Specific models include:
1. Calculated synthetic T-z profiles for CO2 hydrate stability simulations that

illustrate the impact of three different heat flows (30, 40, 50 mW/m2), for
average conductivities assumed (2.5, 3.0, 3.5 W/(m K)) and two different
plausible surface temperatures from a century ago ( 0C, +2C). These models
illustrate the dependence of the subsurce temperature-depth field on
geothermal environment and surface temperature history parameters and their
changes.
2. An Athabasca Region aquifer model, from the Stony Mountain location that
that is constrained by a measured high precision temperature profile that
indicates the current existence of a CO2 gas hydrate stability zone near Fort
McMurray that can be expected to persist into the future climate scenarios in
response to both anticipated anthropogenically induced climate warming and
the subsequent naturally induced cooling associated with the beginning of the
next glacial epoch.
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3. An Athabasca region natural gas pool, inferred located in a current or recent

permafrost region that is currently well within the CO2 gas hydrate stability
zone, similar to a number of gas pools by both Shaw (2004) and Warters et al.
(1997). This model a temperature depth profile similar to that observed at the
Stoney Mountain location in the case described above, but where a lower
surface temperature occurs because of the recent persistance of permafrost .
The model will indicate the current existence of a CO2 gas hydrate stability
zone, both for the current surface conditions and for the a projected future
temperature history that includes anthropogenically induced warming followed
by cooling accompanying the begin of the next glacial epoch in accordance
with the climate scenarios discussed above.

Figure 15: Location of the Stoney Lake Well, where a high precision temperature profile is
recorded is compared to the location of other high precision temperature profiles relative to
Fort McMurray.
Profile models illustrating the impacts of model parameters on CO2 gas
hydrate stability
It is useful to illustrate the effects of model parameter variations to illustrate the
general impact of changes in CO2 gas hydrate stability. These models calculate
current and future profile CO2 hydrate stability simulations for:
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•
•
•

three different heat flows (30, 40, 50 mW/m2),
for average conductivities assumed (2.5, 3.0, 3.5 W/(m K)) and
two different surface temperatures 100 yrs ago ( 0oC, +2oC).

Hypothetical profile model results illustrate the dependence of the temperature-depth
field and CO2 gas hydrate stability for different combiations of the variable model
parameters. The models include a 2 oC increase in surface temperature 100 yrs ago
that is a realistic scenario supported by previous work in the region. The CO2
hydrate stability boundary is shown for both 0 ppt and 20 ppt pore water salinity,
which is considered characteristic of Athabasca region Mannville Gp. pore waters
(Cote and Wright, 2013). The profiles models with thermal conductivities of 2.5W/m
K and 3W/mK and two surface temperature case, of 2C and 4C are select examples
of the set of hypothetical models that were calculated (Figure are shown below as
examples of the above tests. Condition for long term CO2 gas hydrate stability are
improved where where the heat flow is lower, the thermal conductivity is higher and
the surface temperature is lower.

Figure 16: Hypothetical profile models performed to test and illustrate the impact of model
parameter variations on profile model CO2 gas hydrate stability results.
These models (Figure 16) show that current CO2 gas hydrate stability is commonly
achieved for the range of surface temperatures in the Athabasca region. However,
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when the surface temperature is higher (4 C) and the thermal conductivity is
2.5W/mK the models are currently in CO2 as hydrate for 20ppt pore water is the
current heat flow is <40mW/m2. In contrast current CO2 gas hydrate stability occurs
for a similar thermal conductivity profile when the heat flow is <50mW/m2 if the
surface temperature is 2oC. Current CO2 gas hydrate stability is also improved if the
thermal conductivity increases to 3W/m K (Figure 16). While increased thermal
conductivity improves the current stability of CO2 gas hydrates in the Athabasca
subsurface it is unlikely that shallow unconsolidated Quaternary depostis will have
thermal conductivies much higher than 2W/m K (upper part). These lower thermal
conductivities tend to increase geothermal gradient for any given heat flow that
results in the decreased stability of CO2 gas hydrate at deeper depths.
Figure 17 illustrates a model of temperature and CO2 gas hydrate stability for a
simple surface temperature history model that increases by 1.5 oC by 2100 and which
remains constant subsequently into the beginning of the next glacial epoch. The
evolution of the temperature profile (left, shown relative to the CO2 gas hydrate
stability curve) and the evolution of the heat flow (right). In this profile model, the
surface temperature rises from the present 2 oC to 3.5 oC during the next 100 years
and stays constant subsequently. The model approximates a case where CO2
injection occurs into a 100 m zone between 400-500 m depth. The model assumes
30% porosity and 60% hydrate saturation; the model shows that CO2 gas hydrate is
achieved throughout the post-injection history of the model. If porosity is lower the
stability will be improved because of the higher thermal conductivity and the more
effective the transport of heat from hydrate formation away from the injection horizon,
although the reduced porosity will reduce the total amount of available storage,
proportionally.
The model profile results (Figure 17) indicates that almost all of the injected CO2
forms gas hydrate within 3000 yrs. of the injection, shortly after which the hydrate
layer continues to cool, as there is no more latent heat produced until the end of the
model and the start of the next glacial epoch and that the injection zone is still cooling
10,000 years in the future, despite the higher surface tempearture, just prior to the
start of the next glacial epoch. CO2 gas hydrate stability declines or can be lost if
higher present surface temperatures of 4 oC are combined with higher basal heat
flow or decreased rock section thermal conductivity.
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Figure 17: Simulation model of temperature and CO2 gas hydrate stability for a simple
surface temperature history model that exhibits a 1.5oC increase by 2100 and which remains
constant subsequently. The evolution of the temperature profile (left) and (heat flow) are
shown relative to the CO2 gas hydrate stability curve.
Stoney Lake location in the Athabasca Region case
The Stoney Lake well (well N, Figures 9 and 10), located south of Fort McMurray,
has a measured high precision temperature log that indicatess a current CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone approximately 290 m thick if the pore water is fresh. The next
model considers the future evolution of that gas hydrate stability zone, assuming that
it contained CO2 hydrate. The current temperature profile is extrapolation from the
lower linear section (303 - 345 m) of the Stoney Lake temperature log (Figure 18),
which as a near surface ground temperature of about 4oC.
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Figure 18: Current Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9 and 10) temperature profile, simply
extrapolated linearly to greater depth using the temperatures in the measured profile bewteen
303-345 m. CO2 gas hydrate stability boundaries for fresh and 20 ppt pore waters are shown.
The GHSZ is ~290 m thick for fresh water, but thinner if the pore water is saline.
The thermal conductivity estimate in the shallower part of the Stoney Lake well is
about 1.5 W/mK, based on its reported lithology dominated by an unconsolidated
mixture of sands muds and shale-based glacial till. When this low inferred thermal
conductivity is combined with a lineraly extrapolated temperature profile the
geothermal gradient is 15.55 oC/km and the resulting heat flow is 31 mW/m2. The
low estimated heat flow, ~31 mW/m2, appears inconsistent with the regional heat flow
of >40 mW/m2. Based on the local stratigraphy we also expect the Stoney Lake well
thermal conductivity to increase below 345 m. As a result we propose a different
extrapolation of the Stoney Lake temperature profile to the base of the CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone and deeper that is more consistent with the regional heat flow
pattern and values (Figure 19). If the thermal conductivity in the first 360 metres of
the Stoney Lake well is increased to 2.25 W/m K instead of 1.5 W/m K the resulting
heat flow is 35 mW/m2 and the a calculated current, steady-state Stoney Lake
temperature profile (Figure 19, blue curve), which is based on a 13 stratum thermal
conductivity model inferred from the regional stratigraphy gives a current heat flow of
35 mW/m2 and a projected steady-state surface temperature of 1.63oC.
In the above case depth interval where the profile is below the p-T curve of the CO2
hydrate is some 300 - 450 m for salinity 20ppt and 250 -500 m for salinity 0 ppt.
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Considering lower heat flow does not change conditions substantially as for the case
shown below for heat flow 30 and 35mW/m2.

Figure 19: Model current steady state Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9 and 10) temperature
profile that is consistent with the well lithology and a 35 mW/m2 heat flow that is compared to
a simple linear extrapolation of the observed temperature profile bewteen 303-345 m, which
is consistent with a 30 mW/m2 heat flow. The inferred CO2 gas hydrate stability zone in the
well is thickest, ~290 m, for the linearly extrapolated temperature profile and free pore water.
The CO2 gas hydrate stability zone thickness is significantly thinner is the pore water is more
saline (20 ppt) and if the temperature profile is consistent with a higher heat flow. The
thinner GHSZ estimate appears more constitent with the regional thermal environment and
the regional pattern of GHSZ characteristics (Cote and Wright, 2012).
Figures 20 and 21 illustrate the modelled future temperature histories for for the
Stone Lake well assuming the injection of CO2 into the well in the interval 350 - 450
m, in Mannville Gp reservoirs for climate models described above. Model results for
the pessimistic climate scenario, that reflects 3000 Gt of emisisons, where
temperatures increase by 6C during the coming 300 years and then decrease to just
slightly higher than current levels 11,000 years in the future results in future
temperature profiles that preclude any long term GHSZ peristence at the Stoney
Lake location. The model future temperature profile and gas hydrate stability zone
variations are illustrated for the two other future climate scenarios. The first (Figure
20) uses the OPTimistic climate projection (the green or return to ice age model in
Figure 14) where temperatures follow the aspirations of the Paris COP21 signatories
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and warming is limted to 1.5 oC during the coming 100 years, and in which
temperatures return subsequently, beginning in the next millenium, to lower than
current values in response to successful climate mitigation actions until the onset of
the next ice age. The second model (Figure 21) uses the AVERage climate scenario
(Figure 14, blue line that assumes 300 Gt of emissions) that results in a 1.5 K
warming during the next 100 yrs followed by temperature stability at this warmer
climate until a later onset of the next ice age.
We see (panel below) that the injection interval 350 – 450 m is practically the
maximum one, where the current T-z profile is below the CO2 hydrate p-T curve for
salinity of 20 ppt. In the OPT scenario, the temperature rises gradually with time
above the p-T curve approximately in the upper half of the 350 – 450 m interval and
starts to fall back after 3000 yrs. In the lower half of the 350 – 450 m interval the
temperature does rises above the p-T curve.

Figure 20: Model future temperature profile projections for the Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9
and 10) for 20 ppt pore water salinities that examine the fate of CO2 storage in the interval
350-450 m using the OPTimistic climate scenario, that returns quickly to a an ice age. CO2
gas hydrate stability is achieved and persists thoughout this model.
Under the AVERage climate scenario a gas hydrate stability zone forms initially
between 350 and 450 m in the Stoney Lake well, but it gradually and inexorably
thins, primarily from the top down was such that the GHSZ occurs just between 390
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and 420 metres 3000 years in the future, between 420 - 440 metres 6000 years in
the future and it is completely destablized by 10000 yrs into the future.

Figure 21: Model future temperature profile projections for the Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9
and 10) for 20 ppt pore water salinities that examine the fate of CO2 storage in the interval
350-450 m using the AVERage climate scenario, that returns quickly to a an ice age. CO2 gas
hydrate stability although achieved intitially is not persistent and the GHSZ is completely
dissociated 10,000 years in the future.
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate, in detail, the impact of variations in both salinity and
underlying porosity on the future stability of the GHSZ, subsequent to CO2 injection.
Where changes in salinity change the location of GHSZ boundary in P-T space,
changes in porosity reduce the latent heat effects of CO2 gas hydrate formation and
dissociation. Figure 22 illustrates the fresh pore water case and a 5% porosity in the
layer immediately below the injeciton zone (450-500 m) for the Stoney Lake well
using the OPTimum climate scenario, in comparison to the 20 ppt pore water salinity
and higher porosity model used above (Figure 20). This is compared to the 20 ppt
pore water salinity and 5% porosity in the layer underlying the injection zone for the
same well (Figure 23). Where the CO2 gas hydrates formed in the initial model with
20 ppt pore water salinity and 30% porosity were stable throughout the OPTimistic
climate scenario the GHSZ is partly unstable for both lower porosity models. For
both values of salinity, the maximum extent of hydrate melting occurs around time
3000 yrs in the future. For the zero salinity model (Figure 22) onlyo the uppermost
15 m (350 - 365 m) of the CO2 gas hydrate layer melts, whereas for the model with
20 ppt pore water (Figure 23) the hydrate melts both from both the top (in the zone
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350 - 382 m) and the bottom (440 - 450 m). The effects of stratigraphic variations are
illustrated by considering the difference between the two more saline models (Figures
20 and 23) and how the changes in porosity of the underlying porous layers impact
the effects of the latent heats of hydrate formation and dissociation.

Figure 22: Model future temperature profile projections for the Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9
and 10) for 0 ppt pore water salinities but a lower porosity of 5%, that illustrates the
sensitivity of the GHSZ to both pore water salinity and porosity for CO2 storage in the
interval 350-450 m using the OPTimum climate scenario, like Figure 20. The effect of fresh
pore water, but lower porosity is a partial instability of the top of the GHSZ is reaches a
maximum 3000 years in the future, after which time the effects of climate cooling result in a
subsequent thickening of the GHSZ.
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Figure 23: Model future temperature profile projections for the Stoney Lake (Well N Figure 9
and 10) for 20 ppt pore water salinities but a lower porosity of 5%, that illustrates the
sensitivity of the GHSZ to both pore water salinity and porosity for CO2 storage in the
interval 350-450 m using the OPTimum climate scenario, like Figures 20 and 22. The effect
of more saline pore water, and lower porosity are opposite. Compared to other models the
GHSZ melts from both the top and the bottom until 3000 years in the future, after which time
the effects of climate cooling result in a subsequent thickening of the GHSZ.
Profile Models of Athabasca Region gas pools in Permafrost areas
Temperature profiles like the Stoney Lake well are inferred to be similar generally to
many of the gas pools in the Athbasca region that are currently in GH stability as
suggested by Shaw (2004) or where the injection of the gas to be stored will create
GH stability conditions in the reservoir and as modelled by Zatsepina and PooladiDarvish (2012). This is shown in Figure 24 where the Stoney Lake temperature
profile is compared to gas pool temperatures, the majority of which are >4oC.
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Figure 24: A comparison of Athabasca region gas pool temperatures from Shaw (2004) and
Warters et al. (1997) to the temperature profile measured at Stoney Lake (red dotted line)
and the subsequently inferred temperature profile model that is consitent with a 30 mW/m2
heat flow in regions where there is no indication of permafrost (Figure19). Most gas pool
temperatures are >4oC and they are generally consistent with the observed and infer
temperature profiles. Some gas pools and gas wells(the latter not shown here, but shown in
Figure 7) have temperatures that are <4oC that suggest their thermal state is influenced by
Athabasca permafrost (Cote and Wright, 2012; Shaw, 2004; Warters et al, 1997).
Sporadic, local permafrost is present in the northern Prairie provinces and it has been
observed to be actively degrading during the last 150 years (Vitt et al. 1994) while
the southern permafrost limit has shifted north an average of 39 km and by as much
as 200 km during the same 150 years (Heginbottom, 1995; Brown, 1960; 1968). The
timing of permafrost degradation and its geographic variations remains largely
unknown, although it is the topic of active research by the AER/Alberta Geological
Survey (S. Pawley, pers. comm., 2017). There are some observations of thin icebonded permafrost at Anzac, within the regional municipality of Wood Buffalo
(56.47deg.N & 111. 4deg. W ), where the mean annual temperature of a small peat
bog is -0.4 oC and permafrost has been encountered in the course of utilities and
transportation (pipeline) construction in the Athbasca region (Bauman et al., 2014).
Recent estimates suggest that less than half of the currently vulnerable permafrost
has collapsed, and that the area of climatically sensitive permafrost will increase with
warmer future temperatures (Vitt et al. 2000). The low tempearture Athabsca Gas
pools and wells are well within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone regardless of pore
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water salinity. We infer that these pools and wells have tempertures influenced by
curent or previous sporadic permafrost.
Temperatures recorded during P/T tests in shut-in pools show temperatures that are,
in many cases, well withing the CO2 hydrate stability zone within the upper 500 metre
portion of the well The postions of these wells are identified as wells 1 to 6 in the map
of their locations relative to Fort McMurray and the Stoney Lake well.

Figure 25: The location of low temperature shut in wells, numbered 1-6, that have
temperatures well within the CO2 gas hydrate stability zone within the upper 500 metres of
the well.
We model the stability of these low temperature gas pools assuming a permafrost
layer approximately 130 m thick, a 20 ppt pore water salinity, using a water-ice
liquidus of -1.28 oC at the ground surface and a water-ice solidus gradient 0.0007154 K/m. To maintain a 5m thick steady-state permafrost layer requires a 1.326 oC surface temperature for a heat flow of 30 mW/m2 if the permafrost layer
conductivity of 3.5 W/m.K. A -1.326 oC surface temperature explains one low
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temperature gas pool (Figure 26, three layer model). The surface temperature in the
vicinity of that well is unknown, but, except for the single previous observation 30
years ago at Anzac of a mean annual surface temperature of -0.4C there is no
indication for such low surface temperatures in the region. The model would require
a significant rapid and recent surface warming in the neighbourhood of 1.5 oC during
the last hundred years to match the lowest observed Anzac surface temperature.
However, such a model does not result in a temperature profile that explains the
coldness of the low temperature gas pool temperatures if the regional thermal
conductivity and heat flow structure are to be reproduced.

Figure 26: The inferred temperature depth profiles that match the range of low temperature
gas pools, < 3oC reported by Shaw (2004) and Warters et al. (1997). The temperature
profile of these gas pools suggest that their temperatures are in equilibrium with a range of
permafrost thicknesses ranging from, a recently melted permafrost layer where the surface
temperatures increased by 2.5oC during the last century (blue line) to regions where a
permafrost layer up to 131 metres thick (red line) may persist.
If we want to adhere to the regional conductivity and heat flow model then it is
necessary to infer an even lower steady-state surface temperature of at least - 2.5 oC
to match the coldest gas pool data. Such a low surface temperature implies a
permfrost layer 131 metres thick overlying the coldest shallow gas pool. If the
permafrost layer themal conductivity of 2.37 W/mK is underestimated then a higher
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permafrost layer themal conductivity would result in a steeper geothermal profile and
a higher surface temperature, like that of the higher temperature members of the low
temperature gas pool group. A key problem for such models is the lack of reported
permfrost thicknesses associated with these gas pools. Bauman et al. (2014) report
permafrost in the region, but there are no clear descriptions of such permafrost layers
associated with these gas pools and mean annual surface temperatures below 0 oC
are not generally observed. Neither would thick permafrost occurrences melt quickly.
A permafrost layer that was 131 m thick 100 years ago would still be 120 m thick
currently even if there was a rapid +2.5 oC warming during the last century.
The thickness of the predicted permafrost layer that would be associated with the
coldest Athabasca gas pools and the lack of data for the existence of such thick
permafrost layers suggest that some gas pool temperature may be underestimated.
However, there are too many gas pools (Shaw, 2004; Warters et al., 1997) and gas
wells (Cote and Wright, 2012, Figure 7) to dismiss the possiblity of a permafrost
influence on some gas pools. Thus we model these pools suing the higher
temperature geothermal profile for this group (Figure 26, blue temperature depth
profile). Likewise, we assume that these pools have experienced a rapid recent
warming when the surface temperatures increased rapidly from -1.5 C to 0 C 100 yrs
ago. Such models are generally consistent with the regional surface temperature
and heat flow observations and they are calculated using the same climate scenarios
discussed previously. The stability of gas hydrate layes in injection zones of various
thicknesses are considered for the low temperature gas pools.
100 m thick, injection zone models for low temperature Athabasca gas pools:
Figures 27, 28 and 29 illustrate the evolution of a 100 meter thick CO2 storage
interval located at depths between 400 and 500 metres in the well, which are depths
comparable to the deepest low temperature gas pool depths (Figure 26) within the
low temperature Athabasca gas pools, using the pesimisstic temperature profile that
minimizes permafrost thickness and includes a recent rapid 1.5 oC surface warming,
as discussed above. Results are qualitatively similar for all three climate scenarios.
Gas hydrates form in and are stable in the low temperature gas pools from slightly
after the time of injection until the beginning of the next ice age.
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Figure 27: A model of future temperature profile projections for low temperature Athabasca
gas pools, <3oC, for 20 ppt pore water salinities using the OPTimistic climate scenario for a
CO2 injection zone of 100 m thick at depths between 400 and 500 metres. CO2 gas hydrates
form directly after the injection an these are stable until the next ice age 20,000 years in the
future.
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Figure 28: A model of future temperature profile projections for low temperature Athabasca
gas pools, <3oC, for 20 ppt pore water salinities using the AVERage climate scenario for a
CO2 injection zone of 100 m thick at depths between 400 and 500 metres. CO2 gas hydrates
form directly after the injection and these are stable until the next ice age 20,000 years in the
future.
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Figure 29: A model of future temperature profile projections for low temperature Athabasca
gas pools, <3oC, for 20 ppt pore water salinities using the AVERage climate scenario for a
CO2 injection zone of 100 m thick at depths between 400 and 500 metres. CO2 gas hydrates
form directly after the injection and these are stable until the next ice age 20,000 years in the
future.
Other models, not illustrated, were performed considering the possiblity of different
injection schemes, 200 and 400 m thick injection zones with tops at 400 metres like
the 100 m thick models that are illustrated (Figures 27, 28 and 29). These models
showed that CO2 gas hydrates are stable for all three climate scenarios for a 100 m
thick injection zone with a top at 400 m depth. When the injection zone thickness is
increased to 200 m, the GHSZ stability is maintained in the OPTimistic climate
scenario, but the GHSZ is unstable for the PESimistic climate scenario after time
greater than 3000 yrs in the future. Under the AVERage climate scenario the 100 m
thick injection scenario is stable until the next ice age, but a 200 m thick injection
zone is slightly unstable, just at its base during the interval between 1000-6000 years
in the future, after which the entire injection zone is stable.
The simulation of CO2 injection into the zones 400-500 m and 400-600 m,
respectively, for the model Gas Pools 2 for the AVERage climate scenario showed
that for injection into the 400-500 m zone the hydrate is stable for the whole period 0
- 20 000 yrs, while for the injection into the 400-600 m zone, there is slight instability
at the bottom of the injected layer in the period 1000 - 6000 years. When the
injection zone is 400 m thick all of the models show at least some minor instablity at
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the base of the injection zone at 800 m depth. Clearly the stablity of the injection
zone depends on both its depth and thickness, with the most stable configurations
being those that are 100 metres thick or possibly thinner. In most cases the role of
reservoir latent heat associated with the formation of gas hydrate plays a more
important role in the stability of the gas hydrate layer than do the changes in surface
temperature due to potential climate change.
Discussion of Profile Model Results:
In conclusion, profile models show that the stability gas hydrates can be achieved by
the careful selection of the depth and thickness of the injected zone, even where the
geotherm is well inside the GH stability region. This results primarily from the latent
heat effects that accompany the formation of the GH. The effects of latent heat in the
reservoir are, in most cases, more important to consider for long term gas hydrate
stability than are the anticipated surface temperature changes due to climate change.
The Stoney Lake well provides an observed high precision thermal profile. The linear
extrapolation of this temperature profile appears to over estimate the current CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone in the well. A more conservative current GHSZ estimate was
modelled. The CO2 GHSZ future stability varies as a function of the future climate
scenario, but also as a function of reservoir characterisitics, as this effects latent heat
effects and pore water salinity as this effects the GH phase boundary. The Stoney
Lake models indicate the sensitivities and variability of stability estimates where the
reservoir temperatures are close to the phase boundary and the stability zone is
currently thin.
The best, but not the only, opportunities to achieve CO2 gas hydrate stability until the
next ice age are found in low temperature gas pools, < 3oC. The low temperature
gas pools are not well understood. Some suggest the recent presence or continued
existence of permfrost which could be as much as 130 m thick. Such permafrost
layers are not described in association with these gas pools. All the models
presented were constructed to minimize the thickness or presence of permafrost.
Should permafrost layers be identified in association with low temperature gas pools
the permafrost layer will act as a buffer that will enhance gas hydrate stability more
than that illustrated by the models presented herein.
The impact of CO2 gas hydrate stability variations on storage potential is complicated
and beyond the scope of this study.
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Chapter 4: Reservoir Models of CO2 Gas Hydrate Storage in Depleted Gas
Pools
Chapter 4: Summary
Some depleted gas pools in Athbasca region lie close to, but they are not currently in
CO2 GHSZ. One of these pools was modeled previously to demonstrate how
injection of CO2 into such a gas pool could provide a storage opportunity (Zatsepina
and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011, 2012). The stability conditions of these models differ
from that of the profile models, in that all three phases, CO2 GH, CO2 gas and water
remain present in the reservoir throught the model, since stability conditions are
achieved due to the injected CO2 gas and its impact on reservoir pressure.
The depleted gas pool models are successfully projected into the future to the
beginning of the next glacial epoch. Like the profile models, the depleted gas pool
reservoir models found that CO2 gas hydrate stability is achievable under a variety of
conditions and circumstances. The models suggest that gas hydrate is stable and
that sometimes the gas hydrate stability is enhanced as time progresses. Pore water
salinity is found to have a major impact on gas hydrate stability.
Generally the hydrate stability increases with time by an increase in hydrate
saturation and a decrease in reservoir pressure. In most cases the hydrate
saturation nearly doubled in the depleted gas pool models compared to the early
centennial scale model results obtained previously. Like the profile models the
reservoir model finds that latent heat affects associated with the formation and
dissociation of CO2 gas hydrate are generally more important for stability than the
effects of surface temperature changes associated with climate change. However,
the eventual downward propagation of the anticipated increase in surface
temperatures in some models do cause partial decomposition of some gas hydrate
where pore water salinity is highest. Similar effects were observed in profile models.
There are several advantage to depleted gas pool storage, and these sites may be
the most attractive focus of actual storage activities. The longer time required to
achieve GH stability assures a more facile injection and filling of the injected gas in
the reservoir. The injection also pushes the remaining hydrocarbon gases to the
edges of the reservoir such that pure CO2 hydrate forms, increasing both the stability
and efficiency of hydrate storage compared to formation of a mixed CO2 and
methane hydrate. Remembering these advantages for evential storage, it still might
more desirable to conduct proof-of-principle experiments where reservoirs are well
inside the GHSZ, under conditions like that of the most stable profile models, in order
to be able to demonstrate the formation of GH in the reservoir quickly to achieve
business and policy goals.
CO2 Gas Hydrate Storage in Depleted Gas Pools
Numerical simulation studies have shown that hydrates form when CO2 is injected in
some of the depleted gas pools in the Athabasca region (Zatsepina and PooladiDarvish, 2011, 2012, 2014). These studies have shown that upon injection of CO2
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into such depleted gas pool, pressure would initially increase until appropriate
conditions for formation of hydrate is achieved. Due to the exothermic nature of the
process of hydrate formation, continued injection of CO2 leads to an increase in
temperature of the reservoir. Upon continued injection and increased hydrate
formation, pressure increases; however, the rate of increase in pressure is less than
that before hydrate formation; a reflection of the higher storage capacity of solid
hydrate compared to storage as a fluid-phase. Because of tight packing of CO2
molecules in hydrates, the CO2 storage capacity of the pool is many times larger than
the initial gas in place capacity. When CO2 injection is stopped, dissipation of heat
causes the reservoir temperature to decrease, which promotes continued formation
of hydrate. Therefore, the short term (i.e. 100’s years) stability of CO2 hydrate
improves over time as pressure and temperature decrease while more hydrate forms.
The main objective of this study is investigating the long-term stability of the stored
CO2 hydrate over a period of up to 10,000 years in a system previously studied by
Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish (2011, 2012). The effect of various surface
temperature scenarios (i.e. global warming) were studied.
Before introducing the cases of interest, we explain what we mean by stability, and
what constitutes improved stability. Consider injection of CO2 in a reservoir that
contains connate water. At the onset of hydrate formation, three-phases will be
present, the gas, the aqueous, and the solid phases; hydrate formation (and
dissociation) will be governed by three-phase equilibrium conditions. Previously
noted reservoir studies indicated that throughout the CO2 injection period and during
the post-injection period, the three phases continue to co-exist. Under these
conditions, one could say that the hydrate is just at equilibrium. In other words, while
the three phases coexist, the hydrate is never more/less stable than other times, this
includes when the hydrate is forming and/or while it is dissociating. Obviously, such
a description of stability is not very useful. Instead, one can adopt other ways of
defining stability. One definition of improved stability could be conditions that lead
towards formation of more hydrate. Yet another definition that could be useful in
shallow reservoir of interest, where increased reservoir pressure could be a risk
factor, is with respect to pressure. With this view, conditions that tend to lower
pressure are associated with increased stability. Conditions that could lead to
reduced pressure in the post-injection period include cooling of the reservoir, and/or
formation of the hydrates that reduce the number of moles of CO2 from the gaseous
phase. In simulation studies of this report, pressure, temperature and hydrate
saturation are reported. A state of improved stability is associated with one that has
a lower pressure and temperature as compared with the end of injection.
The Reservoir Model
The model used in this report is based on that previously studied by (e.g. Zatsepina
and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011, 2012). The reservoir is 5 m thick with porosity of 30%
that is initially saturated with 75% Methane and 25% water. The CO2 gas is injected
for 1 year at a constant rate of 0.1x106 std m3/d, with the wellbore pressure
restricted to no greater than 4 MPa. In all cases, gas rate was maintained at the
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designated rate, followed by a decline in rate over the last few months of injection
once wellbore pressure increased to 4 MPa. The gas is injected at temperature of
10C to prevent formation of hydrate in the vicinity of the wellbore. To study the longterm stability of hydrates, the thickness of the model was extended to surface and to
4000 m beneath the reservoir. This allowed incorporation of various temperature
scenarios at the surface and a deep constant temperature gradient. The values
chosen were from Dr. Majorowicz including temperature gradient of dT/dZ=16 °C/km
with an average thermal conductivity and heat flux of 2.5 W/m.°C and 40 mW/m2,
respectively. All simulations were for 10,000 years. With these parameters, the
temperature and initial pressure at the reservoir depth of 270 m are 6.4 °C and 550
kPa. Significant material and heat balance errors were observed, which were
controlled by tuning of numerical controls at number of points along the simulation
time. The effect of variation of surface temperature on the long-term stability of CO2
hydrate is examined through the following four cases.
Cases Studied
•
•
•

•

Case 1: The surface temperature is kept constant and equal to 2 °C.
Case 2: The surface temperature increases linearly from 2C to 3.5 °C over
100 years and it is kept constant at 3.5 °C for the following 9,900 years.
Case 3: The surface temperature increased from 2 °C to 4 °C over 100 years
before present (before start of CO2 injection). This is followed by continued
surface heating from 4 °C to 5.5 °C over the next 100 years and then constant
temperature at 5.5 °C for the following 9,900 years.
Case 4: In all above cases, the salinity of water is assumed to be 0 ppt. In
Case 4, the temperature profile is the same as Case 3; however, the salinity of
water is assumed to be 20 ppt. The higher salinity is modelled with a shift of 1
°C in the equilibrium curves. For details about modelling of hydrate formation
in mixtures of CO2 and Methane see Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish (2011,
2012).

A summary of the cases investigated in this study is presented in Table 6. The
studied temperature scenarios are shown in Figure 30(a). All injections are started at
time=0. Figure 30(b) shows effect of salinity on the p-T equilibrium curve for pure
CO2.
Table 6: List of Cases

Surface Temperature

Water salinity
(ppt)

Case 1

2 °C constant for 10,000 yrs

0

Case 2

From 2 to 3.5 °C over 100 yrs + constant at 3.5 °C for 9,900
yrs

0

Case 3

From 2 to 4 °C over (the past 100 yrs) + rise to 5.5 °C over
the next 100 yrs + constant at 5 °C for 9,900 yrs

0

Case 4

Same as Case 3

20
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Figure 30: (a) Surface temperature for various cases; (b) Pure CO2-hydrate phase diagram for different water
salinities

Results
In all cases and upon injection, once reservoir pressure rises to the equilibrium
pressure at the initial reservoir temperature, hydrate forms. Despite the presence of
methane in the reservoir, average pressure and temperature of the reservoir is close
to the pressure/temperature of (pure) CO2-hydrate. This is because, hydrate forms
mostly where methane has been displaced. Figure 31 presents the temperature
profile after 3, 6, 9 and 12 months of injection. All plots show similar behavior. As
CO2 hydrate forms, reservoir temperature rises, and heat conducts to cap- and baserock. Because the effect of surface temperature has not affected the reservoir, the
temperature profiles of the first three cases are identical. However, for case 4, the
maximum reservoir temperature after 1 year of injection is smaller than the other
cases. This is due to the difference in the salinity of water as for this case, maximum
reservoir pressure of 4 MPa corresponds to the smaller equilibrium temperature (i.e.
8.5 °C).
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Figure 31: Temperature profiles (0 to 12 months); (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3; (d) Case 4

From beginning of hydrate formation (a few months into injection) to the end of
simulation runs at 10,000 years, three-phase equilibrium conditions hold; i.e.
average pressure and temperature lie on equilibrium curve. Even after injection has
stopped, equilibrium conditions hold. One may think about the change in pressure
and temperature as follows: During the injection time, the primary forcing condition is
pressure associated with increasing mass in the volumetric reservoir. As pressure
rises, temperature responds to honor equilibrium conditions. Once injection has
stopped, the primary forcing condition is temperature; heat flows from the reservoir to
cap and base rock over the first few hundred years followed by the effect of surface
temperature on reservoir. From end of injection (at one year) to end of study-time the
pressure responds to the first declining and then rising temperature to honor
equilibrium conditions.
As presented in Figure 32, reservoir temperature approaches its initial temperature
within the first ~300 yrs. Stability of the hydrates increases during this time. By this
time the effect of surface heating is seen at the reservoir. Longer term temperature
profiles in Figure 33 indicate significant effect of surface temperature at the reservoir
depth. The increase in temperature affects stability of the hydrate. (This is better
shown through the study of hydrate saturation and pressures later in the report).
Figure 33 shows that the far-field temperature gradient (i.e. at 4 km depth) has not
been affected even after 10,000 years; steady state temperature distribution will be
achieved at times much longer than 10,000 years.
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Figure 32: Temperature profiles (1 to 300 years); (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3; (d) Case 4
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Figure 35 shows changes in average reservoir pressure, temperature, and saturation
of hydrate with time for the cases investigated in this work. Note the logarithmic-time
scale. All plots present similar features. Before hydrate formation, pressure
increases with injection of CO2 gas while temperature remains almost constant.
When appropriate conditions for hydrate formation are achieved, hydrate is formed.
Formation of hydrate is signified by an increase in temperature and in a change in the
rate of increase of reservoir pressure, following the equilibrium curve. After wellbore
pressure reaches the maximum value of 4 MPa, the injection rate is reduced to keep
the wellbore pressure at 4 MPa. The maximum temperature at this time corresponds
to the equilibrium pressure of 4MPa, which is smaller for saline water (at 8.5 °C) than
that for fresh water (at 9.5 °C) as seen in Figure 36). The change in the slope of
pressure and temperature curves before shut-in time of one year, corresponds to
when the wellbore pressure has reached 4 MPa, and wellbore rate declines
significantly to accommodate the injection operating pressure of 4 MPa.
Once the injection is stopped after 1 year, heat is dissipated to cap- and base-rock
and the reservoir temperature declines. One can say that the stability of the hydrate
increases with an increase in hydrate saturation and a decrease in pressure.
Hydrate saturation nearly doubles for most cases. This continues until the effect of
surface heating affects the reservoir and the stability of the hydrate therein.
Depending on the degree of surface heating, and water salinity, various portions of
the hydrate decomposes. In Cases 1 to 3, the final pressure and temperature (at
10,000 yrs) remain lower than those at the end of injection. This can be interpreted
as a higher degree of stability. The most severe case is seen in Case 4, with surface
temperature of 5.5 °C and salinity of 20 ppt. In this case, approximately 1/3 of the
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hydrate formed at the end of injection has dissociated. Even in this case, the
maximum reservoir pressure at 10,000 yrs is only a couple of hundred kPa above the
pressure at the end of injection.
Depth of reservoir is a factor that controls the long-term stability of hydrate (by
delaying the time at which the effect of surface heating will be sensed at the
reservoir). Although conditions for forming hydrate becomes harder as we go
deeper, the deeper the reservoir the more stable the hydrate remains. Other factors
that favor hydrate stability include co-injection of a small amount of impurities such as
H2S and heavier hydrocarbons such as propane.
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Figure 35: Average reservoir pressure, temperature and hydrate saturation (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3; (d) Case 4
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Discussion of the Depleted Gas Pool Reservoir Model
The depleted gas pool reservoir model represents a temporal prolongation, i.e.
longer run time, of the previous model of CO2 gas hydrate formation and evolution in
a depleted gas pool (Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish, 2011, 2012, 2014). The model
was run both to study the resulting gas hydrate stability prior to the next ice age, but
also consider several different cases that reflect different climate scenarios and pore
water salinity impacts on CO2 gas hydrate stability in a depleted gas pool.
Like the profile models the depleted gas pool reservoir models found that CO2 gas
hydrate stability is achievable under a variety of conditions and circumstances. This
example respresents a gas pool that is not currently in the GHSZ, but which achieves
GHSZ in response to the increase of reservoir pressure accompanying the CO2 gas
injection. As such the reservoir is always the host to water, free gas and gas hydrate.
The models suggest that gas hydrate is stable, in the sense defined above, and that
in some cases the gas hydrate stability is enhanced as time progresses. Like the
profile models the reservoir model finds that latent heat affects associated with the
formation and dissociation of CO2 gas hydrate are generally more important for the
stability of gas hydrates than are the effects of surface temperature changes
associated with climate change. Also like the profile models the reservoir model finds
that pore water salinity has a major impact on gas hydrate stability and the Case 4
result illustrates this by having a much larger free gas component that results from
the dissociation of almost one third of the gas hydrate that formed in the reservoir
subsquent to injection. The reservoir model assumes that a geological stratigraphic
or structural trap keeps the free gas phase associated with the gas hydrate. A loss of
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or migration away of this gas would result in greater gas hydrate dissociation than
calculated for any of the cases presented.
Generally the stability of the hydrate increases in the reservoir model and this is
shown by an increase in hydrate saturation and a decrease in reservoir pressure with
time. In most cases the hydrate saturation nearly doubled in the models. The
eventual downward propagation of the postive changes in surface temperature are
reflected in a decomposition of some of the gas hydrate that is most noticable where
the pore water salinity is highest. Similar effects are indicated by hydrate
decomposition in some of the profile models.
There are several advantage to the storage of CO2 as gas hydrate where the gas is
injected into a pool that is lower than GHSZ at the beginning of the storage activity.
Because of the longer time required to achieve GH stability, the injection pushes the
in-situ natural, largely hydrocarbon, gases to the edges of the reservoir before
hydrate forms and negatively impacts gas introduction into the reservoir. By the time
that reservoir pressure has risen to enter GH stability, a large portion of the porespace is filled with pure CO2. As a result pure-CO2 hydrate stability conditions apply
which facilitates GH formation and improves long-term gas hydrate stability.
Alternatively in cases where the injection is into reservoir where the pressures are
currently within the GH stability region, the injection of CO2 will accompany hydrate
formation, unless it is chemically or physically inhibited – which is possible. Where
methane is present the GH will be a mixed-methane-CO2 hydrate that requires higher
pressure and lower temperature in the storage reservoir. Exclusion of methane from
the hydrate structures also has the advantage of improving the volumetric
performance of the storage that is offered by storage in pure-CO2 hydrates. This
coupled with the lower pressure and high temperature stability of pure CO2 hydrates
is advantageous. Remembering these advantages, it still might be more desirable to
conduct proof-of-principle experiments inside the GHSZ, under conditions like the
profile models illustrate, in order to be able to demonstrate the formation of GH in the
reservoir sufficiently quickly to achieve business and policy goals.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendation:
Conclusions:
Given careful study and analysis it is possible to identify areas in the Athabasca
region, both in depleted gas pools and in aquifers where safe and secure CO2 gas
hydrate storage can be performed.
Athabasca CO2 gas hydrate is stable until the next ice age, under a variety of
circumstances and conditions over potentially large areas. The conditions for stability
depend on numerous physical factors and chemical characteristics, most notably
pore water salinity, which affects the gas hydrate phase boundary, but also the
temperature profile and the characteristics of the reservoir.
Currently CO2 gas hydrate stability is inferred for large regions of Athabsca region
that were identified by a map-based calculation of current geothermal characeristics
(Cote and Wright, 2012). In these regions there are 61 storage candidate pools, of
which 18 are currently within the CO2 GHSZ for fresh water (Shaw, 2004). There are
121 wells that also indicate CO2 gas hydrate stability (Cote and Wright, 2012) in
generally the same region.
Among the most attractive targets secure stable storage are depleted gas pools that
are currently not in the GHSZ. These have several advantages including a better
potential for injection into the reservoir without the need to chemically or physically
inhibit hydrate formaton, they are more likely to form pure CO2 hydrates, which is
both more efficient for storage and more stable in the long run. However the best
targets for proof-off principle tests may be those gas pools and gas wells with very
low temperatures, commonly < 3 oC that are currently deep within the CO2 gas
hydrate stability zone. Although lacking some of the advantages of the warmer and
lower pressure depleted gas pools projects performed at these pools will form
hydrate much more quickly and they will achieve the goals of demonstrating that
secure and stable storage can be achieved on timelines that will meet both business
and policy requirements. These gas pools (Shaw, 2004; Warters et al., 1997) and low
temperature gas wells (Cote and Wright, 2012) are problematic because they
suggest that they are influenced by the presence or recent or current permfrost,
which is not described in association with these pools, but which thermal
considerations suggest may be as much as 131 m thick. None of the models
considered a current permafrost layer, but should permafrost be identified it would
result in an even greater CO2 gas hydrate stability than calculated for any of the
models presented in this study. Permafrost is known to occur sporadically in
Athabasca region and so this possiblity should be explored.
Latent heat effects in the gas hydrate reservoir are initially more important for gas
hydrate stability than climate influences on surface temperature. Most of the gas
pools and many of the wells in aquifers have current temperatures that are close to
the current gas hydrate stability curve.
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The industrial wellbore temperature data set is generally useful for defining regional
gas hydrate stability, but it appears unsuitable for detailed local study of gas hydrate
stability because of uncertainties in its data quality. A much smaller number of high
precision termal profiles collected from suspended wells provides a more accurate
basis for analyzing gas hydrate stability. One of these wells, the Stoney Mountain
well, which suggests a CO2 gas hydrate stability zone that is <290 metres thick
depending on how the geothermal profile is extrapolated to depths lower than those
measured in the well. This well illustrates just how complicated the stability of CO2
gas hydrate can be, depending on the geothermal environment, the characteristics of
the reservoir and the features of the CO2 injection program.
A depleted gas pool storage model also suggests that long term CO2 gas hydrate
stability is either present currently or that it is achievable as a consequence of the
injection of the gas that is to be stored. The depleted gas pool models show that gas
hydrate stability increases progressively with time and that this is indicated by an
increase in hydrate saturation and reduction of reservoir pressure, until the effects of
surface temperature changes propagate downward into the reservoir. However, the
dissociation of part of the hydrate in some cicrumstances is not inferred as a loss of
repository stability as long as the dissociated gas is retained in the pool. There are
several advantage to the storage of CO2 as gas hydrate where the gas is injected
into a pool that is lower than GHSZ at the beginning of the storage activity, as
discussed above, but it may be desirable to conduct proof-of-principle experiments at
locatons that are currently inside the GHSZ, like the profile models illustrate, to
demonstrate GH formation more quickly than can be achieved in a depleted gas pool.
The variation in natural environment in Athbasca region provide different and
alternative settings for proof-of-principle tests and pilot storage studies studies. The
end member seetings are represented by either aquifers deep within CO2-hydrate
stability or depleted gas pools that upon injection naturally enter CO2-hydrate
stability. These two environments offer various opportunties and challenges for such
tests, their monitoring and performance expectations. Possibly the best setting for
future study will be one that offers the advantage of both end member types. This
suggests that additional attention might be directed to those depleted gas pools that
are already within the hydrate stability.

Recommendations:
As a result of this study it is recommended that:
1. efforts be made to improve the number and distribution of high precision
temperature profiles in Athabasca wells and that this data be used in
conjunction with the industrial wellbore temperature data set to improve and
update the definition and assessment of Athabasca CO2 gas hydrate storage
potential,as none of the high precision temperature studies have been
conducted in regions indicative of the best CO2 gas hydrate stability.
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2. implications and results of this stability study be applied and extended
throughout the region to determine the availble storage potential as a function
of the stability characteristics of CO2 gas hydrates in Athabasca Mannville Gp
reservoirs.
3. Geophysical studies be conducted to determine if the low temperature gas
pools (<3oC) and wells are associated with current or recent permafrost and
that the additional implications of a permafrost thermal buffer be analyzed for
its gas hydrate stability implications. This study could take advantage of new
data on surface permafrost from a current AER/AGS studies that will soon be
completed.
4. That, in anticipation of the need for CCS after the 100 Mt/yr emissions limit is
reached, a front end engineering and design study be conducted to estimate
the cost of Athabasca CO2 gas hydrate storage in comparsion to regional
aquifer storage at a greater distance from oil sands and in situ bitumen
operations.
5. A detailed depleted gas pool study be performed to describe the storage
capacity and the long-term stability of the most suitable low temperature gas
pool < 3oC, which could be the focus of a potential technology demonstration
pilot field study.
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Appendix 2: Statement of Work:
1. The contractor shall review current publically available data, analyses and
models pertaining to the modelling of long-term gas hydrate stability to inform
the construction of models applicable to the objective of this study. Special
attention and analysis should be paid to the question of computer model
stability and veracity when projected into the far future, as many reservoir
simulation codes are developed considering normal petroleum pool production
time-lines, which are much shorter than those addressed in this study.
2. The contractor shall make multiple types of computed models of long-term (i.e.
3,000 up to 10,000 years) CO2 gas hydrate stability in the Athabasca region.
3. The earth model employed should be constructed to illustrate the future
stability history of a gas hydrate CO2 repository or repositories that best
illustrate the geological earth model in areas of the currently best
characterized gas hydrate stability conditions in both gas pools and aquifers of
the Athabasca region, with a preference for locations closest to major Oil
Sands and Bitumen operations.
4. The models should be of at least two types:
a. A time varying thermodynamically correct model at a specific location or
locations that considers the enthalpy of CO2 gas hydrate formation and
dissociation on gas hydrate stability.
b. A CO2 gas hydrate repository reservoir simulation, e.g. CMG Stars or
equivalent code, that provides a time and location varying model of a
potential representative repository within the Athabasca study area (i.e.
in the same pool modelled by Zatsepina and Pooladi-Darvish).
5. Multiple models of both types should be constructed to illustrate:
a. The impact of climate uncertainties, including the potential effects of
anthropogenic climate impacts and future glacial epochs on model
results.
b. The impact of variations in local geothermal profile on model results.
c. The impact of variations in pore water salinity on model results.
d. The impact of variations in CO2 gas hydrate stability, to simulate the
use of thermodynamic promoters and inhibitors in the project and their
long-term impacts on the stability of the model.
6. The project will only use publically available data and the execution and
results of the study will not develop intellectual. The project participants may
wish to publish the study results in the peer-reviewed scientific literature, but
will seek COSIA’s agreement prior to submitting any manuscripts or
presentations for review or acceptance.
7. Prepare a final fully referenced report, suitably illustrated with tables and
figures, that includes a summary of the project and its key results for public
release in plain language and which discusses the analysis of computational
models and studies pertinent to the objectives of this study. The final report
will describe the construction and environmental parameters of the computed
models, and that analyses and reconciles the results of the two different types
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of computational models employed and any major differences and
discrepancies between them, and that concludes with an illustration of the
likelihood and characteristics of potential Athabasca region CO2 gas hydrate
repositories that are inferred to be stable for time-scales of 3,000 to 10,000
years.
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